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Salt Tectonics, Sediments and Prospectivity 

 

20-22 January 2010 

 

PROGRAMME 

 

Wednesday 20 January 

Day One: Atlantic Margins 

08:15 Registration & Coffee 
  

08:45 Welcome and opening 

 Session One – Chair: Stuart Archer 

09:00      Keynote: Webster Mohriak, 
Salt: Geology and Tectonics of Selected Brazilian Basins 

09:35 Jean-Pierre Brun,  
     The analysis of salt tectonics systems 

10:00 John Waldron, 
Evaporite tectonics, transpression and transtension in the development of the Maritimes Basin, 
Atlantic Canada. 

10:25 Coffee Break & Poster Session One 
 

 Session Two – Chair: Adrian Hartley 

11:00 Keynote: Katherine Giles, 
     Halokinetic Sequence Stratigraphy 

11.35 Jurgen Adam, 
Basin-scale salt tectonic processes and sediment progradation in the slope and deepwater basin of 
the North-Central Scotian Margin 

12.00 Marta Guerra, 
Interplay of salt tectonics and sediments in the Santos Basin, offshore Brazil 

12:25 Lunch & Poster Session One 
 

 Session Three – Chair: Ian Alsop 

13.15 Keynote: Michael Hudec, 
Influence of Deep Louann Structure on Evolution of the Deepwater Gulf of Mexico 

13.50 Mark Tomasso, 
Linking halokinetic structure to the pre-evaporitic structural regime, evaporite facies, and the Albian 
carbonate platform succession, Campos Basin, Brazil. 
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14.15 Markus Albertz, 
Structural Styles Related to Salt Tectonics in the Scotian Basin, Eastern Canada 

14.40 Dave Quirk, 
Salt tectonics in Santos and Campos basins, Brazil 

15.05 Coffee Break & Poster Session One 

 Session Four – Chair: Neil Grant 

15.40 Keynote: Ian Davison, 
Brazilian Salt Basin Development and Salt Tectonics: a study using Reverse Time Migrated Depth 
Imaging 

16.15 Joseph Fiduk,  
Deformation of Layered Evaporites within the Santos Basin, Brazil 

16.40 Tiago Alves, 
Faulting of salt-withdrawal basins during early halokinesis: An example of structural 
controls on reservoir distribution and potential fluid migration 

17.05 Keynote: Mike Bowman, 
Gulf of Mexico Sub Salt Exploration, Appraisal and Field Development – Lessons Learned 

17.40 Closing Remarks 

17.50 Wine Reception & Poster Session One 

20.00 Day One Ends 
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Thursday 21 January 
 

Day Two: Europe / North America 

08:30 Registration & Poster Session Two 
  

 Session One – Chair: Richard Hodgkinson 

09:00 Keynote: Brad Prather, 
Sediment Partitioning across Tectonically Active Cenozoic Continental Slopes 

09.35 Rachel Jamieson, 
The role of buried salt-driven relief in controlling tertiary bathymetry, sediment dispersal and 
reservoir play fairways on the eastern flank of the Central North Sea 

10.00 Xavier Fort, 
Kinematics of salt flow in the Gulf of Mexico 

10:25 Coffee & Poster Session Two 
 

 Session Two – Chair: Adrian Hartley 

11:00 Keynote: Simon Stewart, 
Salt intrusions in the North Sea 

11.35 Rachel Kieft, 
Salt Influenced sedimentation within the Middle Jurassic Hugin Formation, South Viking Graben 

12.00 Anne Domzig, 
3D modelling of sand deposition patterns on restored palaeo-bathymetric surfaces: a case study 
from the South Viking Graben 

12.25 Piotr Krzywiec, 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic evolution of salt structures within the Mid-Polish Trough 

12:50 Lunch & Poster Session Two 
 

 Session Three – Chair: Ian Alsop 

13.40  Keynote: Rob Gawthorpe, 
The response of slope channel complexes to salt-related folding and faulting 

14.15 Oliver Duffy, 
The influence of basement fault growth and linkage and cover salt units upon syn-rift depocentre 
development: The Coffee-Soil Fault Zone, Danish North Sea 

14.40 Paul Wilson, 
Tectono-stratigraphic evolution of an evaporite-detached normal fault system: the Bremstein fault 
system, eastern Halten Terrace, offshore Mid-Norway 

15.05 Emmanuelle Baudia,  
Salt-related prospectivity of the Norwegian Central Graben; an integrated study of the Triassic 

15.30 Coffee & Poster Session Two 
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 Session Four – Chair: Neil Grant 

16.05 Keynote: Bruce Trudgill, 
Evolution of Salt Structures in the Northern Paradox Basin: Controls on Evaporite Deposition, Salt 
Wall Growth and Supra-Salt Stratigraphic Architecture 

16.40 Laura Evenstar, 
Architecture distribution and controls on preservation of fluvial systems within active salt 
regions - an example from the Triassic Chinle Formation Utah 

17.05 Sanjeev Gupta, 
Kinematics of extensional fault block rotation above an evolving salt substrate from fluvial 
profile analysis 

17.30 Rod Graham, 
Allochthonous salt in the sub-Alpine fold and thrust belt of Haute Provence. 

17.55 Closing Remarks 

18.00 Wine Reception & Poster Session Two 

20.00 Day Two Ends 
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Friday 22 January 
 

Day Three: Modelling, Australia and the Rest of the World 

09.00 Registration & Poster Session Three 
  

 Session One – Chair: Stuart Archer 

09.35 Mike Mayall, 
The response of turbidite slope channels to topography 

10.00 Daniel Carruthers, 
Using polygonal fault systems to reconstruct the state of stress of salt diapirs 

10:25 Coffee & Poster Session Three 
 

 Session Two – Chair: Ian Alsop 

11:00 Keynote: Bruno Vendeville, 
Implications of halite’s low strength on forces, stresses, and strain rates associated with salt 
tectonics in nature and models 

11.35 Peter Kukla, 
An integrated, multi-scale approach to salt dynamics 

12.00 Janos Urai,  
Internal Dynamics of Salt Structures 

12.25 Joe Cartwright, 
Role of multilayered salt in gravity-driven collapse of thick salt sheets 

12:50 Lunch & Poster Session Three 
 

 Session Three – Chair: Richard Hodgkinson 

13.40 Keynote: Hemin Koyi, 
The parameters which govern the rate of salt supply to a salt diapir 

14.15 Jean Letouzey 
Salt Diapirism and Halokinesis in the Eastern Zagros Fold-Thrust Belt and Persian Gulf, Iran 

14.40 Ian Clark,  
Fold growth in the salt-detached eastern Nile deepwater fold belt: influence on post-Messinian 
sedimentation processes. 

15.05 Mark Fischer, 
Fracture-controlled paleohydrology of a secondary salt weld 

15.30 Coffee & Poster Session Three 
 

 Session Four – Chair: Neil Grant 

16.05 Keynote: Mark Rowan, 
Emplacement of allochthonous salt: a general model derived from field outcrops in South Australia 
and seismic and well data from the northern Gulf of Mexico 
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16.40 Guillaume Backe, 
Basement-involved deformation and geometry of salt diapirs in the Flinders Ranges, South 
Australia. 

17.05 Mirosław Slowakiewicz, 
Halokinesis of Zechstein Oldest Salt (Na1) rocks and its influence on development of petroleum 
traps in the Main Dolomite carbonates – case studies from western part of the Fore-Sudetic 
Monocline 

17.30 Katrine Andresen, 
Hydrocarbon plumbing system offshore Angola: salt tectonic controls on fluid flow 

17.55 Closing Remarks 

18.00 Conference Ends 
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Poster Session One 
 

Atlantic Margins 
Alves, T. M.  
3D Volume Balance of Submarine Landslides on a Salt-Rich Passive Margin: 
Quantifying Seafloor Erosion and Post-Failure Structural Deformation in SE Brazil 
Andresen, K. 
Past and Present Fluid Flow From Reservoir to Surface Offshore Angola 

Andrie, J. R 
Halokinetic Sequence Stratigraphy and Structural Geometry oftThe Eocene Fluvial Carroza 
Formation Along the La Popa Salt Weld, La Popa Basin, Mexico 

Dooley, T. P.  
Roof Breakup and Extrusion of Shallow Salt Stocks During Lateral Shortening 

Ferrer, O. 

Kinematics of Inversion Salt Tectonics Along the Newfoundland – Bay of Biscay –
Pyrenean Rift System: Comparison Between the Preserved Rift Segments and the 
Inverted Ones 

Kane, I. A.  
Active Salt Controls on Submarine Channel Evolution and Implications for Facies Architecture: 
Magnolia Field, Gulf of Mexico. 

Mertineit, M.  
Structures in an Anhydrite Layer Embedded in Halite Matrix: Results From Thermomechanical 
Experiments Under Bulk Plane Strain 

Oluboyo, A. P.  
Salt-Sediment Interaction and Tectonostratigraphic Evolution of the West African Margin: Mini-
Basin to Domain Scale Halokinetic Controls 

Oswald, D. H.  
Khuff Field, Surte Basin, Libya – A Salt Induced Structure 

Philippe, Y.  
Structure and Kinematics of Allochthonous Salt Domains in the Deepwater Gulf of Guinea And Gulf 
of Mexico: Local to Regional Observations and Implications. 

Platon, C. P. 
Influence of La Popa Salt Wall on the Depositional Patterns and Strata Architecture of the Shallow-
Marine Siliciclastic Deposits of The Viento Formation, La Popa Basin, Mexico 

Sellier, N.  
Salt Tectonics in an Experimental Turbiditic Tank 

Storetvedt, K. M. 
Salt Basins and Hydrocarbons – Products of Planetary Degassing? 
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Poster Session Two 
 

Europe / North America 
Alsop, I. 
InSAR Mapping and Modelling of an Active Iranian Salt Extrusion 

Brown, J. 
Wedges and Buffers: A New Structural Perspective on the Dnieper-Donets Basin, Onshore Ukraine 

Burliga, S. 
Controls on Hydrocarbon Distribution and Migration in the Klodawa Salt Structure (Central Poland) 

Chemia, Z. 
The Effect of the Salt Viscosity on the Evolution of Gorleben Salt Diapir, Germany 

Evrard, E 
Physical Modelling of Thin-Skinned, Salt-Related Shallow Deformation in Response Basement 
Subsidence and Strike-Slip Movement: Example of The Rhodes Basin, Eastern Mediterranean 

Gaullier, V. 
Interaction Between Salt Tectonics and Deep-Seated Tectonics, Part I: Examples From the Western 
Mediterranean 

Kilhams, B.  
Controls on Andrew/Mey Sandstone Member Deposition in the Central North Sea: The Syn- and 
Post-Depositional Role of Halokinesis. 

Loncke, L. 
Interaction Between Salt Tectonics and Deep-Seated Tectonics, Part II: Examples From the Eastern 
Mediterranean 

Maystrenko, Y. 
Role of Permian Salt in the Central European Basin System for the Deformation of Mesozoic to 
Cenozoic Strata 

Powers. D, 
Synsedimentary Response of Upper Permian Rustler Formation to Early Deformation of Upper 
Permian Evaporites in the Northern Delaware Basin, New Mexico (USA) 

Quintà, A. 
Syn-Diapir Fracture Pattern in the Poza De La Sal Diapir (Western Pyrenees, Spain) 

Rubinat, M. 
Squeezing and Reactivation of a Wall Salt Diapir Developed Over a Foreland Dipping Basement 
Fault: The Miocene Bicorb-Quesa Diapir (Eastern Prebetics, Spain) 
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Poster Session Three 
 

Modelling, Australia and the Rest of the World 
Alsop, I. 
Sedimentary Slump Systems Adjacent to Salt in the Dead Sea Basin 

Becker, S. 
Halite Plugging: A Major Exploration Risk in the Ara Stringers of the South Oman Salt Basin 

Ben Slama, M. M. 
Peristaltic Salt Movements in the Tunisian Salt Province – Example From the Mesozoic of Northern 
Tunisia: Jebel Ech Cheid 

Engelhardt, H-J. 

The Bromine Distribution in the Staßfurt Formation (Zechstein): Experiences Made During 
Salt Diapir Exploration. 

Evenstar, L. 
Compressional Deformation, Salt Tectonics and Sedimentation in a Continental Forearc Basin: The 
Vilama Formation, Salar De Atacama, Chile 

Graham, R. 
Salt Related Structures on the Bristol Channel Coast? 

Harding, R. 
Multi Stage Evolution of Salt Diapirs in the Netherlands North Sea 

Hearon, T. E. 
Geology and Tectonics of Neoproterozoic Salt Diapirs and Salt Sheets in the Eastern Willouran 
Ranges, South Australia 

Kernen, R. 
Characteristics of a Tapered Composite Halokinetic Sequence Adjacent to the Ramping Patawarta 
Salt Sheet, Central Flinders Ranges, South Australia 

Kumar, D. 
Numerical Simulation and Experimental Investigation of Salt Diapirs 

Reeh, G. 
Salt Tectonics in the Sabaratah Basin West Offshore Libya 

Reuning, L. 
Burial History and Diagenesis of Carbonate Bodies Encased in Salt: An Example From the Surface 
Piecing Salt Domes of the Ghaba Salt Basin (Oman) 

ten Veen, J. 
Thick- vs. thin-skinned salt tectonics – examples from the Dutch North Sea 
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SALT: GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS OF  

SELECTED BRAZILIAN BASINS 
 

Webster U. Mohriak
1
, Peter Szatmari

2
, Sylvia Anjos

1
 

1
 E&P, Petrobras, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  

2
 Cenpes, Petrobras, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

 webmohr@petrobras.com.br 

 

This work addresses the geological and geophysical interpretation of salt structures in selected 

Brazilian sedimentary basins, from intracratonic Paleozoic evaporites in the Amazon and Solimões 

Basin to divergent margin evaporite basins formed during the Mesozoic breakup of Gondwana. There 

is an intriguing correlation between evaporite basins and hydrocarbon accumulations in all the 

selected basins discussed.  

So far, the only intracratonic basin in Brazil that is producing oil and gas is also the one with the 

largest and thickest occurrence of salt. The Solimões and Amazonas basins developed evaporite 

depositing environments as the Devonian to Carboniferous sea was closing during a plate 

convergence phase. Evaporite deposition terminated with complete desiccation of the basin. 

Following a hiatus, a major magmatic episode at the Triassic/Jurassic boundary resulted in massive 

intrusion of  the evaporite layers by thick diabase sills. This magmatism influenced both the mobility 

of the salt and the maturation of the source rocks. 

The salt basin along the Eastern Brazilian and Western African margins developed along the 

Mesozoic divergent rifts  of the South Atlantic. The salt layer is related to an arid environment formed 

after the deposition of continental, lacustrine to fluvial syn-rift sediments that graded into transitional 

siliciclastic to carbonate rocks deposited in sag basins. Regional seismic interpretation and potential 

field (gravity and magnetic) data over the Eastern Brazilian and West African margins suggest a very 

thick autochthonous salt layer deposited over rifted continental crust and particularly above the thick 

sag basin sediments over the hyperextended crust that marks the transition from continental to oceanic 

crust. Salt tectonic domains vary from highly extensional on the platform to highly compressional at 

the crustal limit, where recumbent folds, thrust faults and  allochthonous salt tongues are recognized 

Most of the hydrocarbon discoveries in the Eastern Brazilian and Western African margin are related 

to post-salt turbidite and carbonate  reservoirs, but recent discoveries in the deep-water salt basins 

along the Southeastern Brazilian margin indicate that pre-salt plays will represent an important 

contribution to hydrocarbon production in the nearby future. 
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THE ANALYSIS OF SALT TECTONIC SYSTEMS  
 

Jean-Pierre Brun
1
 and Xavier Fort

2 

  
1
 Géosciences Rennes, France; 

 
2
 G.O. Logical Consulting, Rennes, France.  

Jean-Pierre.Brun@univ-rennes1.fr  

 

Salt tectonics is characterized by two types of mechanical interactions, between brittle and ductile 

deformation and between deformation and sedimentation, respectively. Consequently, a broad 

spectrum of structures and, rather frequently, significant 3D complexities can result. In such settings, 

interpretations made from too local observations can easily be misleading. Our purpose is the 

mechanical understanding of salt tectonics processes at basin-scale as a tool to provide reliable 

interpretations of structure development, even at local scales. 

  

In salt basins, deformation and structures directly depend on the initial and boundary conditions of the 

system. Initial conditions are mainly the basin geometry and thicknesses of salt -i.e. evaporites-and of 

early sediments deposited on top of salt. In gravity driven salt tectonics, two end-member types of 

boundary conditions are generally considered. The driving force is either sedimentary loading acting 

alone or sedimentary loading combined with gliding above a basal slope. We use simple mechanics 

and laboratory experiments to compare the two types of processes, to identify their respective 

diagnostic features and to describe their organisation into sub-systems in time and space, including 

interactions between deformation and sedimentation. Salt tectonics powered by sedimentary loading 

alone gives a frontward migration of compression and extensional inversion of earlier contractional 

structures. Conversely, salt tectonics powered by gliding-sliding above a basal slope gives a backward 

migration of compression and compressional inversion of earlier extensional structures. The second 

case is by far the most commonly observed in passive margins, if not the only one. In addition, from a 

theoretical point of view, we show that any basal slope, even very small, is far more efficient than any 

sedimentary loading, in terms of driving force. 

For the Angolan margin, a 2D basin-scale flow model can be defined by the conditions imposed by 

the upslope and downslope basin boundaries. This salt tectonics system is divided in two sub-systems, 

extensional upslope and contractional downslope, respectively. However, the existence of 

contractional structures in the upslope domain is an obvious departure from the 2D basin-scale flow 

model that develop in 3D along lateral boundaries. Boundary parallel strike-slip shear is responsible 

for large block rotations around a vertical axis and associated contractional structures. In the Angolan 

margin, these 3D structural complexities likely result from a rejuvenation of the basal slope along a 

part of the margin. This example illustrates that a robust basin-scale salt flow model, with well-

defined initial and boundary conditions, facilitates the identification and the mechanical 

understanding of a “anomalous” sub-system. This prevents that unsuitable conclusions, for example in 

terms of local phases of deformation or sedimentation, could be proposed on the basis of too local 

observations.  
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EVAPORITE TECTONICS, TRANSPRESSION AND TRANSTENSION 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARITIMES BASIN, ATLANTIC 

CANADA 
 

John W.F. Waldron
1 
and Michael C. Rygel

2 

1
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada;  

2
State University of New York, College at Potsdam, U.S.A. 

john.waldron@ualberta.ca 

 

The Late Paleozoic Maritimes Basin of Atlantic Canada underlies much of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 

reaching a thickness of at least 12 km in the area of the Magdalen Islands. The fill of the Maritimes 

Basin is dominated by non-marine clastic rocks, but a Visean marine incursion deposited thick 

evaporites (Windsor Group) in many parts of the basin.  Mapped faults variously bound and cut the 

basin fill, and were active at different times during basin development.  The most prominent are 

strike-slip faults, mainly dextral, that strike NE-SW and E-W.  However, the basin has been 

interpreted variously as a rift, a pull-apart related to strike-slip faulting, or as a product of terrane 

convergence.  

On-land exposures of the basin fill near the basin margins are thinner, but still substantial.  A notable 

example is the 5 km Joggins coastal section, recently selected as a UNESCO World Heritage site, in 

Nova Scotia, located in the Cumberland sub-basin.  In addition to unique exposures, the Cumberland 

sub-basin contains a substantial data-set of 2D seismic data, tied to the excellent coastal section, and 

to limited well data; these indicate that evaporite movement varied in timing between different parts 

of the sub-basin.  In the western Cumberland basin, for example, Windsor evaporites were probably 

static until Westphalian time, when rapid minibasin subsidence, averaging 1 mm/year, concurrent 

with rapid fluvial sedimentation, led to the preservation of upright fossil trees seen in the Joggins 

section.  Farther east, evaporite withdrawal probably started earlier, and minibasins with half-graben 

geometry are filled by later Visean to Namurian clastic sediments of the Mabou Group; Wesphalian 

subsidence rates were much slower in this region.  Variations in the timing and style of evaporite 

movement were probably the result of interaction between a varying regional tectonic regime and 

basin-bounding faults.  During intervals of regional NE-SW strike-slip motion, E-W faults were 

activated in extension, and evaporite withdrawal took place in extensional minibasins located along 

these faults.  During E-W dextral strike-slip, the NE-SW faults were reactivated in transpression, 

resulting in the expulsion of evaporites into the cores of adjacent anticlines.  Inferences from the 

Cumberland sub-basin may be applicable to the Maritimes Basin as a whole.  A recognition of the 

role of salt withdrawal is essential in interpreting subsidence histories, because accommodation space 

that was filled by evaporites early in basin development was clearly re-filled by clastic sediment 

during evaporite withdrawal. 
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HALOKINETIC SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY 

K.A.Giles
1
, M.G. Rowan,

2 
and T.F. Lawton 

1
  

1
New Mexico State University 

 
2
Rowan Consulting, Inc.

 

kgiles@nmsu.edu 

 

Near-diapir strata are typically organized into halokinetic sequences, which are successions of drape-

folded strata bounded by angular unconformities adjacent to diapirs and are genetically related to 

passive diapirism.  We interpret halokinetic sequences as forming in response to variations in the rate 

of net diapiric rise relative to net sediment accumulation. We recognize two end-member types of 

sequences (Hook and Wedge) that vary in depositional facies progression, relative sediment-

accumulation rates, stratal geometry and width of the zone of halokinetic deformation. Hook 

halokinetic sequences are typically composed of a basal debrite lithofacies of material locally derived 

from the diapir roof or the diapir itself. The debrites are of local extent and are interbedded with and 

overlain by shale-prone lithofacies representing very slow sediment-accumulation rates relative to rise 

rates of the diapir. Tight drape folding close to the diapir (maximum 200 m) results in near vertical 

bedding dips and 90
o
 angular unconformities. In contrast, wedge halokinetic sequences typically lack 

mass wasting deposits and diapir-derived detritus. They contain more sand-prone lithofacies 

representing higher sediment-accumulation rates, a broad zone of drape folding extending up to 800m 

from the diapir, and angular unconformities of less than 15
o
.  

Halokinetic sequences stack into 2 types of composite sequences (Tabular and Tapered) with 

distinctive stratal geometries that are increasingly recognizable on modern seismic data. Tabular 

composite halokinetic sequences (Tabular-CHS) form by stacking hook sequences, which creates a 

large-scale package with a tabular form (top and bottom boundaries are roughly parallel) where all the 

thinning and upturn of individual sequences is within less than 200 m of the diapir. Tabular-CHS 

form during periods of overall slow sediment-accumulation rates relative to diapir-rise rates. Tapered 

composite halokinetic sequences (Tapered-CHS) form by stacking wedge sequences, which creates a 

large-scale package with a folded tapered form (top and bottom boundaries are convergent toward the 

diapir). The bottom boundary is folded over a distance of 500-800m from the diapir. Tapered-CHS 

form during periods of overall high sediment-accumulation rates relative to diapir-rise rates. A 

Tapered-CHS overlying another Tapered-CHS creates a salt cusp at the edge of the diapir, whereas a 

Tabular-CHS overlying a Tapered-CHS does not create a cusp.  

Thick Tapered-CHS are ubiquitous during early diapiric rise. We suggest that this results from there 

being minimal differential sediment load driving salt flow from the autochthonous level so that even 

though salt-rise rate is slow, relatively low sediment supply still outpaces diapiric rise. Patterns at 

higher levels on diapirs are more complex. In shelf settings, Tabular-CHS commonly form during 

periods of low sediment flux, which is typical of 3
rd

-order transgressive systems tracts, whereas 

Tapered-CHS typically form during periods of higher sediment influx such as the highstand systems 

tract. In deepwater settings, where the bulk of deposition occurs during the lowstand systems tract, 

deeper Tapered-CHS tend to transition upward to Tabular-CHS because the increasing differential 

sediment load drives more rapid salt rise, although significant 3
rd

-order variations in sediment-

accumulation rate may alter this pattern.  In both settings, shortening of diapirs at any time increases 

salt-rise rates so that Tabular-CHS are dominant. 
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BRYANT CANYON/FAN AND RIO GRANDE FAN TURBIDITE 
SYSTEMS PROVIDE MODERN SHELF-TO-BASIN ANALOGUES FOR 

TERTIARY SALT-CONTROLLED MINI-BASIN SYSTEMS IN THE 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO INTRASLOPE BASIN PROVINCE 

 
C. Hans Nelson

1
, John E. Damuth

2
, and Hilary Clement Olson

3
 

 
1 
Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra CSIC, University of Granada, Granada, Spain 

2 
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX  

3 
Institute for Geophysics, Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

Damuth@uta.edu 

 
The Western Ancestral Mississippi shelf-margin delta fed the Bryant Canyon/Fan Turbidite System 
primarily during the MIS 6 glacial cycle. Multiple slope channels fed a chain of 15 fill and spill mini-
basins connected by canyons, and ultimately built the Bryant Submarine Fan seaward from the 
Sigsbee Escarpment. The mini-basins are elongate and follow salt ridges. The mini-basin seismic 
facies are interpreted as ponded, incised and perched turbidite deposits interbedded with mass-
transport deposits.  These deposits are overlain by bypass channelized turbidites and thick wedges of 
mass-transport deposits, which resulted from post-depositional salt withdrawal tectonics and 
associated sediment failure. Bryant seismic facies are similar to seismic facies of buried Miocene to 
Pleistocene mini-basins.  The Bryant mini-basins are characterized by salt syntectonic activity, which 
typically begins midway through basin filling. The mini-basins are preferentially uplifted on the 
northern sides, which results in erosional cutouts and onlap of some of the younger units on the 
northern margins of basins. The 400-km wide Bryant Submarine Fan consists of four channelized 
growth-stage units deposited in compensation cycles across the abyssal plain.  Aggradational, leveed 
fan channels stack in the middle of each unit and end in separate distal lobes on the order of 30 km in 
length. Because scale, seismic facies and depositional style of the Bryant Canyon/Fan System are the 
same as those of productive Miocene canyon and fan systems in the Mississippi Canyon area, this 
system serves as an excellent analogue for these productive systems. In contrast to the Bryant System, 
the smaller Rio Grande Fan Turbidite System (100 km diameter) was deposited on a continental-slope 
plateau in the western GOM. The Rio Grande Fan was fed by a few slope canyons. These fed 
numerous small, unleveed distributary channels, whose pathways were commonly controlled by 
surface and subsurface salt diapirs.  These channels incise into the fan, which returns a prolonged 
seismic facies typical of a sandy environment.  Piston cores also indicate a sandy environment.  These 
observations, plus the inferred channel pattern and the relatively steep fan gradient (1:250) suggest 
that the Rio Grande Fan is a sand-rich braided channel system.  This fan appears to be an excellent 
modern analogue for plays such as the Wilcox and Frio in the western Gulf of Mexico.   
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The complex salt deformation styles characterizing the diverse Scotian Basin salt provinces are the result 

of complex basement topography in the narrow linked rift basins, variable salt thickness, and high clastic 

sediment input during the Jurassic and Cretaceous. Recent disappointing exploration results have shown 

that salt tectonics concepts developed in salt basins around the Atlantic margins cannot be adapted 

reliably to the Scotian Margin. Consequently, the next generation of basin models must investigate the 

role of the unique basin characteristics including palaeogeography, sediment supply, and rift basin 

geometry. 

Basin-scale seismic sections of the GXT NovaSpan data of regional transects of the Laurentian, Abenaki, 

and Sable subbasins extending from the shelf to the deepwater basin allow structural modelling and 

provide the parameter for basin-scale physical experiments. The Salt Dynamics Group utilizes physical 

experiments to analyze salt tectonic processes and their dynamic interaction with depositional systems. 

4D strain data and experiment sections enable mechanical modelling of salt tectonic processes from early 

post-rift salt mobilization to late post-rift allochthonous salt complexes. Salt tectonic concepts derived 

from our experiments relate characteristic salt structures to the palaeo-depositional environment and 

kinematic stages of the basin evolution. 

Our study demonstrates that the Scotian salt provinces differ strongly from the salt basins of the Gulf of 

Mexico and the younger South Atlantic salt basins. Low mechanical coupling of the sediment overburden 

due to thick original salt in narrow linked rift basins has favored rapid down-building and sediment 

aggradation rather than progradation in the early post-rift stage. Salt mobilization and very effivient 

basinward salt inflation started in the Laurentian Basin and propagated in southward direction along the 

margin due to shelf-parallel sediment transport sourced by the Laurentian Fan from the NE. This 

depositional pattern has led to diachronous salt extrusion shown by southward younging of allochthonous 

salt complexes in the North-Central Scotian Basin. 
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Integration of well-calibrated seismic interpretation with sequential restoration and analogue 
modelling has provided a new, holistic understanding of the controls on and interplay between salt 
tectonics and deposition in the Santos Basin offshore Brazil. The results highlight the important role 
that salt tectonics had in controlling the development and evolution of structural styles, bathymetry 
and sediment dispersal throughout the basin‟s history. Seven regional cross-sections restored to the 
Albian, Turonian, Santonian, Campanian, Maastrichtian, Middle Eocene and Miocene horizons allow 
the active structures controlling depocentres to be determined at each key stage and reveal the timing 
of salt welding. It is apparent that Post-Aptian deformation results from thin-skinned gravitational 
gliding and spreading, controlled by salt tectonics and driven mainly by differential loading. Late 
Cretaceous to early Cenozoic sediment supply from the NW, due to onshore uplift, formed a thick 
prograding wedge had a significant role in affecting salt movement. The escape of salt towards less-
loaded regions promoted the formation of up-dip extensional normal faults and down-dip 
contractional folds that decolle on the salt and focused sediment fairways controlled by the resultant 
salt-induced bathymetry. The spectacular Cabo Frio Fault (CFF) is a large landward-dipping 
(antithetic) listric normal growth fault that has a length of 185km and a heave that reaches 60km at 
Albian level. It nucleated up-dip and controlled the major depocentre in the study area, especially 
from Santonian to Middle Eocene. Sediments captured in its hangingwall add to the load that 
maintains fault activity, with large displacements that increase with depth, thus forming salt welds 
that directly connect pre- and post-salt sequences. Salt-cored folds and mini-basins accommodate 
down-dip shortening. A shift in sediment supply to NNE during the Cenozoic created a new 
prograding wedge over an already thinned salt layer. The confluent directions of sediment supply 
caused convergent salt flow resulting in a complex interference pattern of superposed folds with 
intervening polygonal mini-basins similar to those seen in analogue models. The NW-SE linked 
system of up-dip extension and down-dip contraction appears to constitute a gravitational cell, the 
“Ilha Grande Gravitational Cell”, that moves to the SE and whose borders represent lateral gradients 
of slippage. The gravity-driven basinward migration of the brittle sequence over mobile salt has 
created faults, salt welds, structural traps and depocentres that changed their positions in relation to 
pre-salt structures. Application of restoration techniques allows the true position and geometry of the 
key structures at each stage, improving petroleum systems assessment in time and space. Post-Aptian 
salt flow has imposed stresses in the overburden, forming transient structural geometries and creating 
space for sand-rich sediment deposition, which in turn has enhanced salt movement and modified 
flow patterns, through structural feedback. Although dramatically reduced after the Middle Eocene, 
the CFF and mini-basins evidently still exert a control on younger depocentres thus attesting to a 
long-lived salt tectonic activity.  
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Deep structure at the seaward end of the Louann salt basin is divisible into four provinces (from 

seaward to landward): Abyssal Plain, Allochthonous Ramp, Outer Plateau, and Deep Basin. The 

Abyssal Plain is composed of flat-lying sediments outboard of deep salt. The Allochthonous Ramp 

comprises deep salt lying on a surface that cuts upsection from a Louann-aged source layer. It is 

interpreted as an allochthonous fringe at the seaward end of the Louann salt basin. The Outer Plateau 

is composed salt structures resting on acoustic basement. Scale of salt structures and withdrawal 

basins suggest that salt was originally thinner here than in the adjacent Deep Basin. The Deep Basin 

lies landward and on the downthrown side of a 1-2 km high step in acoustic basement. It contains 

large diapirs and withdrawal structures indicating very thick original salt.  

 

Most published restorations place the edge of the Louann salt basin at the downdip end of the Outer 

Plateau. However, we suggest that plate restorations, crustal signature, and geometry of the Outer 

Plateau suggest that the edge of the Louann Basin was further updip, and the downdip end of the Deep 

Basin Province.  

 

A map of deep-salt provinces in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico suggests that the Louann salt basin is 

divisible into two parts, separated by a major reentrant. In the eastern (Louisiana) subbasin, the Outer 

Plateau and Allochthonous Ramp form concentric bands around the edge of the Deep Basin. The 

western (Texas) subbasin has no Allochthonous Ramp. This structure is consistent with plate 

restorations, but is less clearly supported by potential fields data.  

 

The structure of the deep salt has had a major influence on the subsequent evolution of the deepwater 

Gulf of Mexico. A model in which a thin-salt fringe lay outboard of a thicker-salt Deep Basin can 

explain observed patterns in structural style, seismic data quality, diapir location and orientation, 

overridden diapirs, rafted minibasins, and imbricated sutures. It may also provide suggests for areas of 

future subcanopy hydrocarbon prospectivity.  
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In a 10000 + km
2
 area of the Campos Basin, evaporite-related structures were analyzed using a 

database of 3D seismic, well logs, cuttings, and core, and integrated into a new geologic model 

developed for the overlying Albian carbonate succession. The Upper Aptian evaporites display a 

variety of structural dimensions and geometries, with distinct geographic separation from up- to 

down-dip. Analyses of this “salt” succession indicate that at least three separate evaporite sub-basins 

formed in response to the depositional geometry of the underlying sag-fill and rift basins. Wavelength 

and amplitude character reflects differing amounts of deformation relative to paleotopography and 

evaporite facies present. Areas dominated by thin laminated anhydrite have little deformation relative 

to areas dominated by thick halite. Rift-age basement horsts provide a buttressing effect during salt 

movement, resulting in separation of areas having negligible salt movement from those with larger 

scale translation. The variety of salt structures, facies and their associated styles of deformation and 

relative timing were all critical in defining the evolution of the overlying Albian carbonate succession. 

Three carbonate platform margins locally developed during the Lower to Middle Albian.  The oldest 

rimmed-platform margin sited at the structurally controlled paleo-shelf edge of the underlying pre-

evaporite sag-phase. During transgression, the 1
st
 margin backstepped and the 2

nd
 platform margin 

sited on a more proximal high ~15 km landward, while the 1
st
 margin aggraded. Further transgression 

produced up-dip progradational infill of the underfilled intraplatform area. Platform successions 1 and 

2 tie minimally to the youngest (3) and thickest up-dip platform, an additional ~25 km further 

landward. All three platforms were affected by varying degrees of halokinesis. This multistage Albian 

platform model is distinctly more complex than previous models that imply a continuous ramp 

segmented and translated post-depositionally by halokinesis. Evaporite deposition, subsequent 

movement and timing related to Albian carbonate deposition are all intrinsically linked and 

furthermore often related to the pre-salt basin morphology. 
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Mobilization of salt has influenced the structural and stratigraphic evolution in passive margin basins 

worldwide.  Such basins contain complex salt-related structures that are attractive exploration targets 

and can be used to enhance our basic understanding of the mechanics of salt tectonic systems. 

The Scotian Basin contains multiple salt-related structures that can be classified by three principal 

structural styles:  (A) an open-ended roho system with a syn-kinematic sediment wedge, (B) a linked 

salt tectonic system with listric normal faults, allochthonous canopies and roho systems, and (C) salt 

diapirs and intervening minibasins.  The initial configuration of the Scotian Basin salt basins and the 

reasons for the development of such contrasting structural styles are poorly understood. 

We employ two-dimensional plane strain finite element models to explore how the initial geometry 

and variations in the sedimentation regime affect the structural evolution of idealized salt systems 

considered representative of the Scotian Basin. 

The results suggest that the nature and timing of sediment aggradation versus progradation exert a 

primary control on the structural style in a particular salt basin setting.  Structural style A can be 

explained by syn-rift tilting and seaward flow of the primary salt during early deltaic progradation.  

Structural style B is consistent with minimal syn-rift tilting, early aggradation and progradation in the 

later evolution.  Structural style C results if syn-rift tilting is minimal and sedimentation primarily 

aggradational.  We demonstrate the origin of the three structural styles using model animations. 
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The petroleum potential of the highly prolific Campos and Santos basins in SE Brazil is strongly 

influenced by halokinesis.  The salt was deposited during the Aptian as the South Atlantic started to 

open and salt movement began soon after that, the reasons for and effects of which will be presented . 

In sedimentary basins, the forces driving salt tectonics are related to three main processes: tectonism, 

tilting due to thermal subsidence and overburden thickening related to build up of the shelf.  Along 

continental margins, including SE Brazil, their effects can be seen in four models: 

1. seawards expulsion of salt due to loading by shelf sediments (overburden thickening); 

2. down-dip sliding of overburden with detachment or drag at the top of salt (tilting and/or 

overburden thickening); 

3. down-dip flow or drainage of salt (tilting); 

4. flow of salt related to basement faulting caused, for example, by extension (tectonism). 

Models 1 and 2 are well publicized but models 3 and 4 have received little attention, even though they 

have relevance to salt-prone margins such as the South Atlantic.  The distinctions between the models 

may at first seem subtle but they account for some fundamental differences in structural and 

stratigraphic reconstructions and, ultimately, in prediction of hydrocarbon charge, reservoirs, seals 

and traps. 

Along the continental margin of SE Brazil, Model 2 can be applied to the Campos Basin where 

overburden slid seawards during the late Cretaceous producing extensional minibasins in the inner 

part of the deep water and contractional minibasins in the outer part of the deep water.  In contrast in 

Santos, where the margin is much wider, Model 3 is more appropriate with salt having drained down-

dip to leave behind belts of salt rollers, flip-flop salt diapirs, rohos and counter regional fault systems 

in the shallow water, including the famous “Albian Gap”, and a broad zone of gentle contraction in 

the deep water.  The presence of huge fault terraces below the salt, outboard of the Albian Gap, has 

recently received widespread publicity because of the discovery of oil and gas in pre-salt strata.  It is 

postulated that these structures have played a significant role in accommodating salt movement in the 

late Cretaceous, possibly related to mantle hotspot activity, meaning that Model 4 may also be 

important. 
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The Southern Brazilian Salt Basin developed between 117 and 112 Ma, but the salt may have been 

deposited in less than 1 million years, similar to the other well-dated salt basins elsewhere. Balanced 

cross sections indicate the original salt thickness reached up to 4.5 km in the deepest half graben. The 

rapid depositional rate of the salt is much greater than the tectonic subsidence rate , 3-15 times.  Rapid 

subsidence is also indicated by lack of interbedded clastic rocks throughout the evaporite interval. 

Hence, we interpret a large basin topography to have already been present when the salt was 

deposited. Seismic data of the pre-salt section in the Tupi Field support this hypothesis as there is 

strong thinning and an erosional unconformity developed at base salt on the footwall of the Tupi fault. 

Many of the smaller rifted half-graben were filled before salt was deposited, and only   6 major 

normal fault scarps were exposed in the basin. The basin dried up almost completely many times as 

there are K, Mg, and Ca salts (tachydrite, sylvite and carnallite) interbedded throughout the evaporite 

interval, which are the last salts to form when seawater is evaporated.  

Balanced section reconstructions indicate that salt was removed and dragged down into the basin by 

rafting (Coutte flow) for distances up to 100 km.  The upper slope rafts are rather small and slid at an 

early stage before any appreciable thickness of Albian carbonate had begun to accumulate. The salt 

diapirs also began to form at a very early stage, as more mobile salt intervals cut though the evaporites 

and extruded at the sea bed, and the extrusions were then covered by later evaporites. This suggests 

downslope drainage may have occurred with a tilted top salt developed before any sediment could 

accumulate. 

The Reverse Time Migration depth imaging provides clear definition of the salt diapir walls even if 

they are slightly overhanging. The high quality imaging indicates that most diapirs are sub-vertical 

smooth-walled structures, which do not develop very large overhangs, unless the salt becomes 

allochthonous. The RTM processing produces better imaging of the pre-salt rotated fault block 

closures at base salt level which contain the largest oilfields discovered in the World in the last twenty 

five years.  

The layered evaporites were deformed by gravity tectonics, as well as regional plate tectonic forces.. 

Compression has produced a 350 km wide fold and thrust belt. The widespread occurrence of thrust 

faulting indicates that either very high strain rates occurred, and/or that high fluid pressures developed 

during deformation.  Imbricated layered evaporite sheets are developed at the frontal edge of the salt 

basin where the salt dips consistently basinward and the shunted salt has over-ridden the oceanic crust 

by up to 40 km.   

Allochthonous salt sheets are well developed in the SE part of the basin where the original salt 

thickness was greatest.  Many of the sheets flowed landward as well as seaward suggesting the seabed 

dipped landward in the outer salt basin during extrusion. Large turbidite sandstone reservoirs may be 

trapped below these folded allochthonous sheets , but better seismic imaging is required to image 

these potential large traps and identify potential sandstone-filled channels.  
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The deep water Santos Basin is the site of numerous recently announced petroleum discoveries such 

as Jupiter, Tupi, Parati, Carioca, Bem-Te-Vi (aka Sugar Loaf), Caramba, Guara, and Iara. All of these 

discoveries lie in lease blocks BMS-8-9-10-11-21-24. The lease blocks and intervening areas are 

covered by several 3D PSTM and PSDM seismic surveys collectively known as the “Cluster”. The 

Cluster covers nearly 23,200 km
2
 in water depths of 1,900 m or greater. 

 

Between the water bottom and the pre-salt Aptian carbonate reservoir section lays an autochthonous 

layer of bedded evaporites. A single lithology log from the Tupi well shows the approximate makeup 

of evaporites to be halite (86%), carnalite (7.3%), and anhydrite (6.7%) with trace amounts of more 

rare minerals. The external shape of the evaporite interval has been highly altered by extension, 

contraction, sediment loading, and the displacement of mobile evaporite. These processes have 

created a wide variety of ridges, folds, and diapirs but very few allochthonous salt tongues or 

overhangs. Isopach values range from 0-5600 m but the vast majority of the Cluster area falls between 

1600-3600 m. The original undisturbed evaporite interval may have averaged 2000-3000 m.  

 

Although comprising only 14% of the interval, the minor evaporite interbeds produce well imaged 

seismic reflections from within the evaporite section. These reflections show that internal deformation 

within the evaporite interval is quite variable. Where salt withdrawal has occurred the evaporite 

interval can appear relatively undeformed and conformable with underlying and overlying strata. 

Where salt inflation has occurred the evaporite interval is often highly distorted or acoustically 

transparent. Inflation initially produces fold structures and subsequent (or concurrent) contraction of 

these folds produces thrust faults and diapirs. Lateral and vertical movement of mobile evaporite, 

driven by contraction and sediment loading, produce simple folds, piercement structures, asymetric 

folds, recumbent folds, and thrusted folds. Disharmonic folds and thrusts confined to the lower part of 

the evaporite interval may record early salt movement well before the end of evaporite deposition. 

The bulk of internal and external evaporite deformation occurred by the end of the Cretaceous. This 

suggests that updip sediment loading known to be occurring during the Late Cretaceous was an 

important driver However, some salt deformation is still occurring as recorded by present day sea 

floor bathymetry. 
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Three-dimensional (3D) seismic-reflection data were used in the analysis of submarine channel 

systems in the Espírito Santo Basin, Brazil. In the study area, pervasive normal faulting of pre-

Oligocene strata was triggered during early halokinesis (Stage A) but initially hardly controlled the 

initial evolution of a channel system (RDCS) which, at the time, incised the continental slope axially 

within a salt withdrawal basin. In a second stage (Stage B) crestal/radial faults controlled erosion over 

growing salt structures, while synclinal and channel-margin fault sets dissected overbank strata to the 

RDCS. In the later part of Stage B, channel sinuosity decreased sharply in response to fault activity 

and associated seafloor destabilization. Vertical propagation of blind faults was triggered in a third 

stage (Stage C) - in association with crestal collapse of buried salt anticlines and regional diapirism -

but synclinal and channel-margin faults did not propagate vertically above a regional unconformity 

marking the base of Stage C strata. We have assessed the importance of faulting during early 

halokinesis on the 4D development of the RDCS. Statistical analyses of observed fault sets show that 

synclinal faults are in average 2.3 times longer than the crestal/radial types but record 60% of the 

throw (average 83 m) experienced by the latter. Significantly, the analysed axial fault sets are shown 

to have contributed to local cannibalisation of the seafloor, to vertical stacking of channel-fill strata 

and to structural and depositional compartmentalisation of potential reservoir successions. As a result, 

channel systems show marked differences in mean values for sinuosity, height and width in relation to 

five (5) main phases of channel development. The structural setting in the study area differs from 

productive areas offshore Espírito Santo (e.g. Golfinho field), West Africa and Gulf of Mexico. It 

reveals -in distal parts of the Brazilian margin the existence of local controls on submarine-channel 

architecture and structural compartmentalisation prior to the principal stages of diapirism, which are 

dated as Miocene to Holocene.  
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The Gulf of Mexico is one of the world‟s most prolific hydrocarbon provinces. It also remains one of 

the most technically challenging areas where many technology „firsts‟ have effectively transformed 

the way we do business from the subsurface, through drilling to facilities and infrastructure. The 

history of the Gulf of Mexico has been a series of step outs into increasingly deeper water and 

subsurface complexity. In the mid 1990‟s this culminated in the move to the deepwater, subsalt trend 

which is now the focus of industry effort. 

The key to success in the Deepwater Subsalt is developing a deep understanding of the interplay 

between sediment influx from the Major Tertiary deltaic and shoreline systems, salt related tectonics 

and relative sea level changes. Understanding these and developing predictive geological models 

provides the basis for successful exploration and appraisal strategies leading to development success. 

A critical factor here is being able to assess the often unique uncertainties posed by deepwater, sub-

salt, understanding how they impact key resource, rate and profile risks and influence the plan of 

development enabling commercial viability through a field‟s life. 

BP‟s prolific successes in the Deepwater Subsalt settings have positioned it as the biggest producer in 

the Gulf of Mexico with daily production at times exceeding 500mbd. The keys to this success are 

dependant on a consistent set of processes, technology and work flows focused on 4 key areas:    

 Regional Framework – informing all aspects of exploration, appraisal and development 

 Seismic Image – leading edge, driving towards the best quality, early acquisition and continuous 

improvement 

 Risk and Uncertainty Assessment- defining the principal subsurface uncertainties and their impact on 

prospect, project and development risks 

 Integration – ensuring multidisciplinary focussed teams with deep generalist and specialist experience 

and expertise 

This paper will illustrate all of these success factors through examples from BP‟s portfolio of 

deepwater subsalt prospects and fields. Together these provide insights into success in other 

Deepwater Subsalt areas such as offshore Angola and the Deepwater Nile delta in Egypt.   
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Most deepwater petroleum provinces are floored by mobile substrates, either evaporites or shale. 

Movement of mobile substrates beneath continental margins produces topography contemporaneous 

with deposition in the overlying slope deposits. In this way the distribution of accommodation across 

slope topography varies systematically as a function of substrate mobility and sediment flux. These 

parameters ultimately control the partitioning of sediments into various environments of deposition, 

including; 1) aprons, 2) valleys, 3) mass-transport deposits, 4) unconfined slope deposits and 5) slope 

drapes. Slope aprons as used in this study include environments referred to as fan aprons, ponded 

basin and healed-slope deposits, perched-slope fills and transient fans. Abundant slope aprons suggest 

that topography strongly affects partitioning of sediment on above-grade slopes, differentiating them 

from graded slopes. Higher percentage of sand partitioned into aprons from stepped above-grade 

slopes than ponded above-grade slopes suggest further differentiation based on profile type may be 

significant. Slope valleys include incision- and outer levee-confined channel complexes with their 

associated inner levee and crevasse-splay deposits. Stacks of channel storeys in the axis of the valley 

characterize this depositional environment. Entrenchment, knickpoint migration and channel 

geometry in slope valleys also respond to slope deformation. MTDs and valleys are more abundant 

than aprons on graded slopes suggesting significantly different style of deposition than above-grade 

slopes. 

High rates of halokinetics relative to sediment flux in the Gulf of Mexico for example, created an 

above-grade slope condition throughout the Cenozoic, varying from a stepped profile during the 

Paleogene to a ponded profile during the Neogene. Other salt-based continental slopes, such as in the 

Lower Congo and Campos basins, the profile type is largely stepped, rarely evolving into the ponded 

above-grade condition and therefore have much in common with shale-based stepped above-grade 

slopes, such as those of the Niger delta and northwest Borneo. This suggests that in most Cenozoic 

continental slopes, the type and distribution of accommodation is more related to structural evolution 

of a mobile substrate as a control on slope morphology irrespective of substrate lithology, with the 

exception of the Neogene Gulf of Mexico, which is an end-member ponded above-grade slope. 

Despite its end-member status, however the Neogene Gulf of Mexico slope has aprons similar to 

aprons found on stepped above-grade and graded slopes and hence has the potential to provide useful 

reservoir analogues for these other provinces as well.  
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Results of a new detailed 3D seismic interpretation and mapping in and around the Jaeren High on the 

eastern margin of the Central North Sea demonstrates the important but hitherto unrecognised role 

that intra-Triassic mobility of Zechstein Supergroup evaporites had in controlling the distribution of 

the main Forties Sandstone Member reservoir in the Everest field. It can now be shown that the 

development of a series of mini-basins or „pods‟ due to syn-sedimentary salt movements had a lasting 

effect on Tertiary sediment dispersal pathways through its subtle control on basin bathymetry. The 

buried structure appears not only to have controlled the accommodation space available for 

Cretaceous Chalk Group deposition but also the all-important Tertiary clastic reservoirs through 

compaction-related differential subsidence over the pods.  
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Since at least four decades, the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is often viewed as the most outstanding 

example of salt tectonics driven by sedimentary loading. This widely accepted opinion takes argument 

from the Plio-Pleistocene minibasins that subside deeply into a several kilometre thick layer of 

allochtonous salt, emplaced on top of lower Miocene sediments. Because rifting and salt deposition 

occurred in Jurassic times, it is admitted that the margin slope has partly driven salt tectonics during 

Mesozoic times but most authors, if not all, consider that sedimentary loading became the unique 

driving force during the Cenozoic. In agreement with this conception, the lobate contour of the 

northern GoM salt basin, so-called Sigsbee Escarpment, is interpreted as the front of a salt layer 

flowing dominantly southward. Whereas no argument has been provided to show that salt effectively 

flows southward, almost perpendicular to the shelf edge, regional-scale seismic lines as well as 

attempts for balancing geological cross-sections generally trend North-South.  

 
We present here a detailed structural and kinematic analysis of the very well known digital 

bathymetric map (NOAA) of the northern GoM. This seafloor image displays clear structural 

evidence of three types of relative displacements between the minibasins: extension, shortening or 

strike-slip. Seismics shows that horizontal displacements are located within the salt ridges that 

separate basins. Our structural mapping puts in evidence a NE-SW trending direction of almost 

uniaxial elongation at regional-scale. This distributed stretching indicates that the allochtonous salt 

layer that underlies the minibasins is flowing toward the Southwest, since at least Neogene times. But 

the geometry and kinematics of strike-slip shear zones (in particular in Green Canyon area) show that 

blocks of pre-Early Miocene sediments underlying the allochtonous salt have rotated around a vertical 

axis. This indicates that even the autochtonous salt layer is involved in the recent deformation 

recorded by the seafloor morphology. 

  

The NE-SW salt flow direction is difficult to reconcile with sedimentary loading as the driving force 

of salt tectonics in Northern GoM. To illustrate its tectonic significance we present two sets of 

laboratory experiments: (1) the progressive deformation related to salt extrusion during SW directed 

salt flow and (2) the formation in Northern GoM of a NW-SE trending passive margin in relation with 

a sinistral rotation of the Yucatan continental block during rifting and subsequent opening of the gulf.  
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The North Sea Basin contains a widespread Permian salt layer that reached a depositional thickness of 

approximately 1km in the basin centre.  The principal role of salt in this basin was constituting a weak 

layer in the tectonostratigraphy that profoundly influenced structural style facilitating gravity 

tectonics, minibasin development and detachment folding.  North Sea salt thickness was not sufficient 

for salt canopy development but there are several suites of “minor” intrusions.  In the Central Graben 

kilometre-scale cylindrical, passive diapirs form a distinct play in Tertiary reservoirs. On the Shelves 

adjacent to the Central Graben, exhumed Mesozoic salt walls control Upper Jurassic sands.  

Localised, unusual 100 m – scale collapse structures are also present.  There are sills in the southern 

North Sea where Permian salt from reactive diapirs intruded along thin Triassic salt layers, these are 

relatively complex structures that locally challenge seismic imaging. 
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Facies character, facies distributions and sequence-stratigraphic architecture within salt basins are 

often complicated by syn-depositional halokinesis, which can modify basin-floor topography, 

sediment transport pathways and accommodation development.  Robust prediction of facies 

relationships in such settings therefore requires reconstruction of the timing and distribution of salt 

movement in order to establish basin geometry at the time of deposition.  Accordingly, it is important 

to integrate all available data (e.g. biostratigraphy, core sedimentology, seismic tectono-stratigraphy) 

when attempting to understand halokinesis and its impact on facies relationships. 

 

The Hugin Formation is shallow marine in origin and was deposited within the South Viking Graben 

during an overall transgression that marked the southerly retreat of the Brent Delta system. 

The formation forms an important hydrocarbon reservoir within the graben.  The unit overlies 

continental deposits of the Sleipner Formation and is capped by shelfal and offshore deposits of the 

Heather and Draupne formations. Deposition of these Middle Jurassic units coincided with 

halokinesis, extension and normal faulting (related to the Upper Jurassic rift event) in the South 

Viking Graben. Seismic mapping across the study area has identified several salt-cored structures 

which isochron analysis highlights were developing during Hugin Formation deposition.  Facies 

analysis of the Hugin Formation shows the unit to comprise a fluvio-tidal channel system towards the 

south and shoreface sandstones towards the north. Newly-acquired, high-resolution biostratigraphic 

data has been integrated with facies analysis of cored and uncored wells to produce correlation panels 

across the salt-cored structural highs.  Wave-dominated shoreface sandstones pinch out rapidly (<2 

km) into open marine shales where sediment supply is outpaced by accommodation generation.  

Where sediment supply is higher, stratigraphic units can be correlated across salt-cored highs, 

although fluvio-tidal channels appear to be focussed along the flanks of these features. It is therefore 

inferred that intra-basinal, salt-cored highs influenced the position of the shoreline and facies belts 

across the area during the Middle Jurassic.  The coastline was not linear, but consisted of a series of 

shallow marine embayments and flanking salt-cored headlands and islands.   

 

This study indicates that an improved understanding of syn-depositional salt movement and related 

Hugin Formation sedimentation is key to understanding reservoir architecture within the studied area, 

and also to predicting reservoir distribution for future exploration.   
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The South Viking Graben, offshore Norway, is a key area to study the inversion of normal faults. N- 
to NE-trending normal faults resulted from a mid-to-late Jurassic extension during which the 
underlying Zechstein salt acted as decollement. A period of inversion during the Late Jurassic has 
been identified after the episode of rifting. This inversion was expressed by the formation of anticlines 
in the basin and thrusts along the basin margin. 

The aim of this study was to establish the palaeo-geometry at the time of deposition of Upper Jurassic 
target sand reservoirs to use them as input for turbidity flow simulations. In a first step restoration of 
2D seismic lines was performed by sequential backstripping up to the desired palaeosurface, whereby 
different restoration algorithms were tested. In this case Vertical Shear and Flexural Slip unfold 
algorithms provide the most satisfying results. The same workflow was applied to 3D surfaces 
resulting from the interpretation of 3D seismic in order to obtain restored palaeo-bathymetric surfaces. 
The geometry of the restored surfaces was used to assess the deformation style at the scale of the 
study area and the sequence of deformation events which led to the development of the present-day 
structural geometry.  

The restored surfaces were then used to model turbidity flows to predict the spatial distribution of 
sand-rich deposits. The sediment dispersal modelling was carried out using 4DSediment software. 
Multiple scenarios were tested to assess the influence of the input parameters, such as: restoration 
algorithms used, flow dimensions, flow volume, direction and origin of the flow as well as grain size 
distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation was applied to find the set of flow parameters that produces a 
flow which best matches the available well data in terms of sand fraction and deposit thicknesses. 
Forward modelling of multiple stacked flows was used to study the spatial and temporal variations of 
the deposits as turbidites accumulated. Formation of sediment waves was also observed and is 
interpreted to reflect subtle topographic changes of the palaeosurface. The latter in turn can be linked 
to small-scale folds, related to salt movement and inversion. 
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The Permian to Cretaceous Mid-Polish Trough evolved above the Teisseyre-Tornquist Zone, crustal-

scale boundary between the Precambrian and the Palaeozoic Europe. Prior to its Late Cretaceous-

Paleogene inversion, the Mid-Polish Trough was filled with several kilometres of Permian and 

Mesozoic sediments, including thick Zechstein salts. The presence of these Zechstein salts gave rise 

to the development of a complex system of salt structures in the central and northwest segments of the 

Mid-Polish Trough. On-going studies of salt structures from the Mid-Polish Trough using, between 

others, seismic data, are related to plans for construction of underground gas storage and nuclear 

waste disposal in some of the salt structures. During Triassic- Jurassic stage that was associated with 

regional basement faulting and subsidence salt structures evolved in generally tensional stress regime. 

In Early Triassic numerous salt pillows formed, and in Late Triassic some of them reached diapiric 

stage. Newly identified seismic examples of salt overhangs (salt wings) point to a regional salt 

extrusion onto the basin‟s floor. Followed Late Triassic diapirism, Jurassic stage was related to only 

minor growth of selected salt pillows. Late Cretaceous – Paleogene inversion of the Mid-Polish 

Trough resulted in significant reactivation of some salt structures. Sedimentary record of growth of 

salt structures includes upturned beds, thickness reductions, localized and partly folded 

unconformities, and onlapping / downlapping patterns. All these features point to progressive growth 

of salt structures triggered by regional compression. Next phase of tectonic activity of selected salt 

structures from the Mid-Polish Trough took place in Miocene times. It was caused by regional 

relaxation of inversion-related compressional stresses, and was associated with localized subsidence 

above some salt structures. During this stage, above and in close vicinity of certain salt structures, 

important brown coal deposits have been formed. Latest stage of the Cenozoic (Pliocene – 

Quaternary) reactivation was related to another phase of local compression and growth of selected salt 

diapirs. Cenozoic evolution of salt structures could be detected using shallow high-res seismic data. 
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Deformation above mobile salt along continental margins results in a complex array of structures 

characterised, at the margin scale, by up-dip extensional growth faults and folds, salt walls and diapir 

and allochthanous salt sheets, and down-dip compressional folds, thrusts, squeezed diapirs and salt 

nappes.  This diverse set of structures has a profound effect on seafloor topography, creating a 

complex and evolving slope characterised by a 3D array of salt-cored highs and intervening sub-

basins.  We present examples of the various ways the growth of salt-related folds and faults controls 

submarine channel complexes using standard attributes, spectral decomposition and RGB blending of 

3D seismic volumes from Tertiary passive margins. 

 

The evolving salt-related fault/fold arrays on submarine slopes have a major control on the scale, 

geometry, location, stacking pattern and profile of submarine channel complexes at local (individual 

structure) to regional (fault/fold array) scales.  Sediment transport pathways commonly divert around 

early-formed salt-cored highs and are focused through intervening lows commonly resulting in 

pinning of major sediment fairways on the slope.  The geometry and variability of channel complexes 

also responds to the evolution of individual structures.  As folds grow and interact, channel complexes 

increase in sinuosity and their cross-sectional and long-profile geometry becomes progressively more 

variable and complex as slope roughness increases.  As a result, channel orientations become 

increasingly variable with local deviations parallel to fold axes and channel complex sinuosity 

mimicking the spacing of the main salt-cored structures.  Avulsion nodes, depth of incision, channel 

complex width and levee development all show systematic variation with respect to structural 

location.  Amplification of salt-cored folds and growth of diapirs also leads to local oversteepening 

and slope failure resulting in development of mass transport complexes that may dam entry or exit 

points between mini-basin depocentres. 
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We present an interpretation of the syn-rift evolution of the Coffee-Soil fault system on the eastern 

margin of the Danish Central Graben. This area is characterised by lateral variation in the thickness of 

a mobile, pre-rift cover Zechstein evaporite unit, along with basement lineaments oriented oblique to 

the Coffee-Soil Fault. This provides a unique opportunity to study the effects of variations in salt 

thickness and basement lineament reactivation upon fault structural style and syn-rift depocentre 

development.  

Traditional models of normal fault growth and linkage, and subsequent syn-rift depocentre 

development, have recently been modified to account for the influence of a mobile salt layer. As well 

as providing a fault decollement horizon, pre-rift salt has been shown to passively migrate towards 

displacement maxima during cover extension. The influence on the syn-rift depositional surface is 

such that syn-rift deposits may thicken away from the fault in contrast to traditional models of normal 

fault growth and linkage where salt is absent. 

The study is located to the South of the Poul Plateau, a complex segment boundary along the basin-

bounding NNW-SSE-trending Coffee-Soil fault system. The present day Coffee-Soil fault system is a 

westerly-dipping, hard-linked, basin-bounding fault system, with a major sinistral jog in the fault 

trace around the Poul Plateau. Significantly, the southern portion of the study area lies within the Salt 

Dome Province, where thick Zechstein evaporites gradationally pinch-out northwards, along-strike of 

the Coffee-Soil Fault. 

Analysis of TWTT structure maps and isochores for key components of the basement and syn-rift 

cover stratigraphy, along with observations of present-day fault geometry, has elucidated the spatial 

and temporal evolution of hangingwall depocentres. In the non-salt influenced north, dating of fault 

propagation and linkage is achieved by hangingwall stratal geometry and the coalescence of initially 

isolated hangingwall depocentres. However, along the southern portion of the fault zone, increasing 

salt thickness and salt migration provides additional complexity to syn-rift hangingwall geometry and 

thickness variations. This study will identify and deconvolve the respective effects of these controls 

upon syn-rift hanging-wall stratigraphy, allowing the determination of fault kinematics and structural 

style.  
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Recent research into the tectono-stratigraphic evolution of rift basins has mainly focused on areas 

where evaporites have not influenced rift development.  The presence of a ductile evaporite unit 

mechanically decouples sub-evaporite strata from cover strata. This influences fault array development 

in terms of fault initiation, propagation and linkage, which in turn influences syn-rift sedimentation.  

In this study we use 3D seismic and well data to constrain the Jurassic to Cretaceous evolution of the 

Bremstein Fault Complex (BFC), which delineates the eastern flank of the Halten Terrace, offshore 

Mid-Norway.  Here, the structural style is influenced by the presence of two approx. 400 m thick 

Triassic (pre-rift) evaporite layers that are separated by an approx. 500 m thick unit of claystone. 

Two dominant fault orientations are observed along the BFC:  

i) a NE-SW-striking, basement-involved, sub-evaporite fault system, thought to represent the 

reactivation of older Caledonide trends, and 

ii) a N-S-striking fault system restricted to the post-evaporite succession.   

The N-S striking faults terminate downwards into the upper evaporite layer and are associated with 

low-amplitude salt rollers in their footwalls.  The degree of linkage between the sub-evaporite and 

cover faults ranges from hard-linked, through soft-linked, to completely decoupled.  Thickness 

distributions suggest that the NE-SW-striking hard-linked faults were the dominant structures in the 

cover during the Upper Jurassic, whereas the N-S-striking cover faults may be older, having been 

active throughout the Middle and Upper Jurassic.  We suggest that this fault array evolution results 

from the rift-initiation development of relay ramps and fault-propagation folds below the lower 

evaporite unit.  The resultant tilting of the evaporite leads to gravitational collapse of the cover 

stratigraphy, creating a system of decoupled normal faults above the evaporite units.  Continued 

extension led to some of the NE-SW-striking, sub-evaporite faults propagating upward through the 

evaporite layer in the Upper Jurassic.  Fault movement was then focussed on these structures during 

the late Jurassic rift climax phase.  Hence, detachment of the BFC on evaporite units leads to structural 

style in the cover being strongly controlled by the configuration of the sub-evaporite fault array.  
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During last decade, the Triassic play in the Norwegian Central Graben has been put aside mainly due 

to pressure, temperature and reservoir quality issues. The recent success stories in the UK Central 

Graben made the Triassic play more attractive for prospectivity on the Norwegian side. It became 

necessary to re-evaluate the extension of this play across the border and to understand the role of salt 

tectonic on sand distribution. The Triassic sedimentation over the Central Graben area occurred under 

an arid fluvial environment in an area controlled by active salt tectonics. 

 

 The aim of this project was to predict the reservoir presence and quality of the Triassic sediments 

deposited in mini basins. The first challenge was to interpret regionally the Top and Base of the 

Triassic: Top Triassic is an erosional unconformity with no clear and/or consistent seismic expression, 

while Base Triassic often lacks reflectivity. The second challenge was to be able to correlate the 

Triassic from well to well when these were lying on different mini basins separated by salt walls. It is 

important to bear in mind that none of the 52 wells reaching the Triassic were aimed to test it. In 

addition, the lack of biostratigraphic data in the area made the correlation even more difficult. 

 

The methodology applied to solve these challenges is based on the use of both well data and seismic 

interpretation. A salt wall map over the whole Norwegian Central Graben was first created in order to 

locate the Triassic pods properly. The interpretation of a clear intra-Triassic seismic reflector in the 

Northern part of the area was the key factor to improve the correlation of the Triassic strata from pod 

to pod. This intra-Triassic reflector is seen to correspond to the well known Julius mudstone of the 

UK lithostratigraphic chart. This marker facilitated the well correlation and provided better reliability 

in the seismic interpretation in between wells. Once we had control on the reservoir presence and 

extension of the Triassic we could address the reservoir quality issue, having in mind that the Triassic 

in this setting has better reservoir properties above the mapped Julius mudstone.  

 

After applying the methodology, we now have a Triassic reservoir distribution map which allow an 

assessment of reservoir presence and quality when doing a play fairway analysis, and when looking 

for “sweet spots” in the area. Based on this study, Statoil presents a new assessment of the Triassic 

play in the Norwegian Central Graben and provides examples of salt-related prospects. 
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Baudia et al. - Figure 1. Top Salt 3D interpretation and key wells for Triassic correlation in the 

Norwegian Central Graben 
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The northern Paradox Basin evolved during the Late Pennsylvanian-Permian as an immobile foreland 

basin: the result of flexural subsidence in the footwall of the evolving Uncompahgre Ancestral Rocky 

Mountain Uplift. During the Desmoinesian (~309.4-305.6 Ma) a thick sequence of evaporites (Para-

dox Formation) was deposited in the foreland basin, interfingering with course clastics in the foredeep 

and carbonates around the basin margins. Cyclic deposition of the evaporites produced a repetitive 

sequence of primarily halite (~71 %), with minor clastics, organic shales, and anhydrite. Sediment 

loading of the evaporites subsequently produced a variety of salt-related structures ranging from deep-

ly buried salt pillows to faulted diapirs and linear salt walls up to 4500 m high. Seismic, well and pub-

lished data define the proximal Cutler Group (Permian) as a basinward prograding unit that caused 

underlying mobile salt layers to flow in the same direction, i.e., towards the southwest. Sequential 

structural restorations indicate that the more proximal salt structures (e.g., the Onion Creek salt wall) 

evolved earlier than the more distal ones (e.g., the Moab salt wall). The degree of salt withdrawal was 

highly dependent on the amount of mobile salt available within the Paradox Formation, which varied 

with complex facies development across the basin. 

  

The highest rates of sediment accumulation, salt wall growth, salt evacuation and subsidence occurred 

during Cutler (Permian) time, when the Uncompahgre uplift was most active. Faults at the top Missis-

sippian level (base salt), inherited from PreCambrian basement lineaments, localized the development 

of linear salt walls along a NW-SE trend. A cross-cutting NE-SW basement trend was also important 

in controlling facies variations in original salt deposition and the abrupt termination of salt wall struc-

tures. 

 
An integrated model that combines large scale tectonic controls and glacio-eustatic sea level varia-

tions with internal salt controls on supra-salt structural styles and stratigraphic architecture provides 

new interpretations for distributions of source, seal and reservoir rocks within the northern Paradox 

Basin and analogous salt basins where linear salt wall systems control continental clastic depositional 

sequences. 
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The Triassic Chinle Formation of the Paradox Basin is well exposed in the Moab region of Utah and 

shows an excellent example of how fluvial sediments interact with actively deforming salt bodies 

during deposition. The salt within the region was deposited within the Pennsylvanian and salt 

movement was initiated shortly after by differential loading from the Uncompagre Uplift to the North 

East. The salt movement shows a progressive south-westerly migration through time. During 

deposition of the Chinle Formation sediment geometries reflect both inactive and active salt 

movement as well as evidence for salt dissolution. 

 

This study focuses on how different rates of salt movement affect the deposition and preservation of 

fluvial systems. As well as looking at differences in the architecture of fluvial systems adjacent to 

active and inactive salt bodies, we also constrain likely fluvial pathways through salt provinces and 

the preservation potential of sand bodies adjacent to active salt structures. 

 

The results showed greatest preservation of braided fluvial systems within areas of limited 

accommodation space such as overlying active salt pillows, while preservation of meandering systems 

is restricted to mini-basins between salt bodies and lacustrine facies to salt dissolution features. 

Overall this study has important implications for modelling fluvial facies distributions and predicting 

reservoir architecture and distribution within areas affected by salt tectonics. 
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Thin-skinned extension is commonly associated with salt-related deformation at many passive 

continental margins. Physical models produced in the early nineties definitively illustrated how 

graben development thins the overburden, resulting in diapiric rise of salt [Vendeville and Jackson, 

1992]. These studies had the advantage of modeling the brittle nature of the overburden, thus allowing 

characterization of the complicated finite deformation observable in salt provinces. Our study area is 

in the Canyonlands Graben, Utah, which comprise a spectacular array of extensional faults that 

formed in response to underlying salt evacuation. Recently, two-dimensional finite element models 

have simulated how gravity-driven extension influences salt diapirism, using the Canyonlands graben 

as a direct analogy [Schultz-Ela and Walsh, 2002; Walsh and Schultz-Ela, 2003]. These models 

describe horst tilt in the down-slope direction, followed by subsidence in the opposite direction, 

resulting in a symmetric graben. Their models also propose a sequential development of the graben 

array in response to salt expulsion. However, it was not possible to accurately constrain the timing of 

graben evolution.  

 

In actively extending areas, fluvial systems provide persistent landscape elements that are sensitive to 

changing topography, so the geometry and evolution of fluvial elements can be used to yield 

information about fault zone character and evolution [Commins et al., 2005; Jackson and Leeder, 

1994; Leeder and Jackson, 1993; Seeber and Gornitz, 1983]. Such an approach is particularly useful 

where there are poor constraints on the history of fault activity. Here, we propose that fluvial profile 

analysis can be extended to the elucidation of fault array kinematics. We describe how drainage 

analysis can be combined with structural data to determine the timing and degree of fault block 

rotation within an array of actively deforming structures above a salt substrate. We show that the 

graben-bounding faults have distinctly asymmetric morphologies, and that they have greater 

displacement on the western faults. Rotation of the fault blocks begin in the west, closest to the 

Colorado River, and progress eastwards. Recovery to a near-horizontal position has not been achieved 

by any of the fault systems, although pulsed rotation has occurred to partially restore the blocks. This 

research adds to our existing knowledge of thin-skinned extension, but also is applicable to areas of 

crustal-scale extension in general. 
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The Digne Thrust system forms much of the Alpine mountain front in Haute Provence (SE 

France), an area of spectacular geology which has been well known and well understood for 

many years. Despite this, aspects of the structure remain enigmatic and this paper argues that 

they cannot be explained in terms of thrust tectonics alone.  

Reference to good seismic images of allochthonous salt in the Gulf of Mexico and Brazil and 

acquaintance with physical models simulating salt behaviour leads us to conclude that some 

elements of the structure are associated with salt tectonics, and took place beneath the Jurassic 

sea floor rather than in the Alpine thrust wedge.  

The sub-Alpine chains of S.E. France expose Mesozoic rocks showing rapid thickness and facies 

changes associated with Jurassic (Tethyan) extensional faulting, which were deformed and 

translated  during „Alpine‟ compression between the Late Cretaceous and the Pliocene. Thrust-

related folds in Mesozoic carbonates and shales were buried by Oligocene to Pliocene red-bed 

and marine „molasse‟ sequences and the frontal sector of the thrust system was carried over land 

surfaces during the Oligocene and the Pliocene. Although the thrust system roots in the 

basement, the most important regional detachment surface lies in Keuper (Triassic) gypsiferous 

beds. Halite is not present in outcrop today, but we would argue that it almost certainly existed 

in the past and that salt played an important role in the structural evolution of the region.  

Broad gentle folding post-dates Pliocene displacement, creating an erosional window into the 

footwall of the Digne thrust near the village of Barles, where a  massive, apparently formless, 

pile of Triassic dolomite, gypsum and „cargneule‟ (de-dolomitised carbonate breccia) is exposed.  

Most of the folds in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata in this window are asymmetrical with short 

steep or overturned leading limbs, comparable with those in any external thrust province.   

One of them is very different. South of the village, in the structural setting of a footwall syncline 

to the Digne thrust is a completely horizontal and inverted limb in anomalously thin Middle 

Jurassic limestones and shales. As we see it today, the overturned Jurassic section is 2 to 3.5 km 

long in the tectonic transport direction and 2 km wide along strike, but it could have been up to 7 

km wide before erosion. The rocks are not significantly strained, yet they are a small fraction of 

the thickness of the basinal sequence carried in the hangingwall of the Digne thrust and they 

contain ample evidence of depositional hiatus. The non-metamorphic sub Alpine domain is not 

the sort of structural province where completely inverted horizontal strata would be expected to 

exist. An explanation is therefore required.  

We interpret the overturned Jurassic section as a salt-related „flap‟ which originally underlay 

diapiric Triassic salt either as an allochthonous outflow or a recumbent anticline. The 

anomalously thin Jurassic section is explained as a condensed carapace that originally formed 

the roof of a broad, gentle salt structure developing in a deep marine basin. The uniform thinness 

of the flap suggests that in the Jurassic the crest of the underlying salt body was flat and several 

kilometres broad, a salt plateau which would have been inflated by expulsion of salt from 

beneath thicker sedimentary load elsewhere.  

Much later, the Digne Thrust moved over the flap, but the flap is not simply the overturned 

footwall of the thrust.  Internal strain is negligible, nothing like what we should expect in a 

totally inverted footwall syncline limb beneath a major thrust sheet. Minor extensional faults and 

slide planes associated with chaotic stratal disruption suggest that deformation took place in cold 

unlithified sediment. Asymmetric folds exist in the flap, but their „S‟ vergence is incompatible  
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and slide planes associated with chaotic stratal disruption suggest that deformation took place 

in cold unlithified sediment. Asymmetric folds exist in the flap, but their „S‟ vergence is 

incompatible with shear strain associated with the overlying thrust sheet and more likely they 

formed by  gravitational instability  in strata above or adjoining the salt body before it was 

overturned.  

The implication is that the Digne Thrust might once have been a comparable structure to the 

Sigsbee canopy of the deep-water Gulf of Mexico. The difference is that in Provence, late 

Alpine compression used that canopy as a major overthrust.   
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The morphology of turbidite slope channels and the distribution of reservoir and non-reservoir facies 

within them are commonly complicated by the interaction of the channels with the development of 

structurally-induced topography. The pattern of channel response may be dictated by the timing of 

structural growth related to channel development, the size and shape of the structures, the orientation 

of the structure to depositional dip and the erosional power of the channels. 

A number of 3D seismic data sets have been examined from passive margins deformed by salt-driven 

tectonics to investigate the range of responses that large, third-order erosional channel complex 

systems can show to slope topography. The examples are divided into those where we interpret early 

structures i.e. existed before the development of the channels and those where structural development 

appears to be contemporaneous with channel development. 

Earlier pre-existing, aerially limited structures causes turbidite channels to take a moderate diversion 

as they traverse the slope.  Where early structures are more laterally extensive, channels may take 

extreme diversions, often kilometres along slope before continuing down the regional slope. 

When the erosion of the flows is strong enough and can overcome the rate of growth of the structure, 

channels can continue to incise across the growing structure. If the rate of growth of the structure is 

higher, the channel systems shift systematically sideways to avoid the rising topography. The style of 

the sedimentation-topography interaction has a strong but often subtle effect on the geometry, internal 

stratigraphic architecture and the nature and distribution of the facies deposited within and around the 

channels. 
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The geometry of polygonal faults is used to reconstruct the state of stress during the growth of salt 

diapirs. We use 3D seismic data from the eastern Central Graben, North Sea, where several tall 

cylindrical diapirs penetrate regionally correlated polygonal fault tiers. Coherence time slices and dip 

attributes of reflections within polygonal fault tiers record polygonal faults changing into radially 

orientated faults close to the salt margin. The distance of the boundary between polygonal and radially 

arranged faults from the salt margin varies between tiers but approximates the radius of the salt diapir 

which may vary between 1-4 Km. The nature of the boundary can be sharp or more transitional where 

polygonal faults grade into radial faults. Seismic cross-sections show that there are polygonal faults 

within the radial fault zone and that radial faults are tier bound. Wedge shaped packages on hanging 

wall blocks of some of the faults suggest that fault activity was syn-sedimentary or faults formed early 

during burial. Radial faults form due to circumferential stretching of the overburden as a result of 

dome inflation. We suggest that polygonal faults were influenced during their growth by the local 

stress field of the salt diapir. The width of the radial fault zone is interpreted to reflect the limit of 

radial stress generated during diapir growth. The sensitivity of polygonal faults to local stress fields, 

and the ability to date fault activity provides an important tool to understanding the state of stress 

during diapirism. Polygonal fault tiers are observed as several tiers in over 30 basins worldwide which 

are often deformed by halokinesis or salt diapirism. This research therefore has implications beyond 

hydrocarbon exploration in the Central North Sea. 
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Rock salt has the rare characteristic that its mechanical strength is considerably lower than that of 

other igneous or sedimentary rocks. In addition, salt tectonics usually occurs under water in basins 

and along passive margins, and is often associated with syntectonic deposition of significant volumes 

of clastic sediments. Both characteristics lead to specific characteristics in terms of (1) processes 

capable of generating stresses high enough to trigger deformation, (2) spontaneous or imposed 

deformation rates, and (3) forces and stresses capable of influencing deformation in both models and 

natural examples. 

1. Deformation mechanisms and triggers  

During salt tectonics, surface parameters, such as regional or local slope, or sedimentation, exert an 

important control onto movement of salt and its overburden. Along young, subsiding passive margins, 

it is the tilting of the continental crust that creates the surface slope and hence triggers gravitational 

gliding. However, as the margin gets older and thermally stable, the only mechanism capable of 

creating or maintaining the surface slope is the deposition of sediment wedges thinning seaward. In 

such a case, it is the regional sedimentation that triggers and controls deformation. Salt tectonics can 

be triggered by very low forces, such as those generated by topographic or bathymetric slopes. We 

illustrate how even very gentle bathymetric slopes generated by turbidite deposition or by basement 

subsidence can trigger regional gravity spreading of the entire sediment wedge.  

2. Imposed or generated strain rates 

One consequence of salt‟s low strength is that it deforms rapidly. Whether measured (Talbot et al., 

2000) in the field, predicted by physical experiments or by theoretical calculations (Vendeville et 

al.,1993) the lateral and vertical movements of the salt and its overburden can be very fast, even 

compared with the highest deposition rates recorded in the world (e.g, the US Gulf of Mexico). This 

observation has practical implications in modelling. For examples, modelling the interaction of 

relatively slow deformation crustal processes (mm per year) with gravitational salt tectonics requires 

applying very low deformation rates to models in the laboratory. Failing to do so will lead to 

overestimating the coupling between sub-salt basement and cover in the experiment. 

3. Forces and stresses 

One last implication of salt‟s low strength is that is it very sensitive to low stresses, such as lateral 

friction. When models are properly scaled in terms of strain rates, viscosity and stresses, salt‟s 

mechanical contribution to the overall mechanical field is minor, hence other forces who could, 

elsewhere seem negligible, become major. In this case, lateral friction can control the vergence and 

sense of propagation of normal faults and thrusts and folds above salt. 
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Basins containing salt frequently display a complex geodynamic evolution characterized by several 

phases of halokinesis and associated sedimentation. Our approach to salt basins combines seismic, 

structural and sedimentary studies with analysis of rheological properties, and geomechanic 

modelling. We illustrate these concepts with case studies from Permian Salt Basins in Europe and 

Precambrian to Paleozoic Salt Basins from the Middle East.  

One classic area of salt tectonics is the Central European Basin System (CEBS). Here, the mobile 

Permian Zechstein salt formed a large number of salt structures such as anticlines, diapirs, pillows, 

sheets, stocks, and walls during an extended period of salt tectonic activity in Mesozoic and Cenozoic 

times. Salt-influenced sedimentary responses to renewed phases of tectonism can be clearly discerned 

from detailed sequence analysis based on seismic and log data combined with retrodeformation 

modelling studies.  Late Paleozoic sedimentation in the CEBS deposited Upper Rotliegend sediments 

in a series of fluvial, eolian, playa lake and sabkha settings in an extensional regime. About 800 m of 

bedded sulfate and halite were deposited in the study area during the hydrographic isolation and 

drawdown of the Late Permian Zechstein evaporite basin.  

High quality 3-D seismic data integrated with structural modelling improves the definition of salt 

structure and associated sediment architecture in salt-controlled sequences. Paleo-cap rocks inside the 

diapirs point to long phases of dissolution. Salt wedges formed by extrusion and lateral flow of salt 

glaciers during periods of diapir emergence and reduced sediment accumulation can be accurately 

modelled. Although salt is widely regarded as a perfect seal, it can become permeable for one- or two-

phase fluids under certain conditions of fluid pressure, temperature and deviatoric stress. The fluid 

pathways can be either along zones of diffuse grain boundary dilatancy, or along open fractures, 

depending on the fluid overpressure and deviatoric stress. The fluid can form halite veins or networks 

of brine-filled grain boundaries which conduct fluid from primary inclusions during recrystallization. 

The main criterion for this to occur is the presence of near-lithostatic fluid pressures, which allow 

dilatancy and a dramatic increase in permeability.  
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Salt structures are represented in two strikingly different ways. In studies using 3D seismic and well 

data that focus on the sub-or suprasalt sediments the evaporites are shown as homogeneous bodies. 

On the other hand, studies of the internal structure of salt show the extremely complex internal 

geometry with much less attention to the structure of the surrounding sediments. Numerical models of 

salt tectonics also tend to assume relatively homogeneous rheological models, and consequently 

produce relatively simple internal structures. New developments in microstructure analysis, combined 

with 3D seismic study of complex internal structures in salt form the basis of integrating these two.  

 

A review and synthesis of the mechanical and transport properties and their extrapolation to relevant 

strain rates must be based on an understanding of the microscale deformation mechanisms in natural 

laboratories and measurement of salt flow in-situ. Dislocation creep and grain boundary dissolution-

precipitation processes, such as solution-precipitation creep and dynamic recrystallisation, play a 

significant role. The switch between these processes can cause major changes in rheology, at time 

scales both relevant to geologic evolution and subsurface operations. New methods of microstructure 

analysis based on microstructure decoration, orientation analysis and trace element geochemistry, 

combined with paleorheology indicators based on structures observed in natural laboratories allows an 

integration of these data and the development of a unified model for salt creep and prediction of 

regions where high fluid pressures lead to a dramatic increases in permeability, strongly reducing 

sealing capacity.  

 

Many evaporite deposits contain brittle-ductile claystone, carbonate and/ or anhydrite layers enclosed 

in salt. Although these stringers can be reservoirs for hydrocarbons and can pose serious operational 

challenges, little is known about the early evolution and deformation history of these layers. 3D 

seismic study of these, combined with well data and core analysis of diagenetic evolution shows 

highly complex structures caused by both brittle and ductile deformation, in good agreement with 

observations in salt mines, and form the basis of a new generation of mechanical models to investigate 

the complex coupling between the internal deformation of the salt and the evolution of the 

surrounding sediments. 
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Gravity tectonics involving a thick underlying salt layer is common along continental-margin basins 
and commonly results in spectacular coupled belts of updip extensional and downdip contractional 
deformation. Unfortunately, strain within the deformed salt layer is invariably so extreme that it is 
impossible to restore the highly deformed basins back to their original configuration before 
deformation. Thus little is known about the pristine shape of the thick salt layer and its internal 
strains during early stages of gravitational collapse as the salt shears to allow the overburden to 
translate seaward. For example, what is the initial flow regime in the salt? Is strain diffused 
throughout the full thickness of salt, or does it occur on discrete internal detachments? If a particular 
detachment dominates, is this at the top, base, or somewhere in the middle of the salt layer?  

We present here the first direct observations of the state of strain within a deforming salt layer at an 
early stage of gravity-driven deformation. In the Levant Basin in the Eastern Mediterranean, where 
Late Pliocene tilting and differential loading triggered gravitational collapse of the margin above a c. 
1.5-km-thick multilayered evaporite succession of Messinian (latest Miocene) age. We use high-
resolution 3D seismic data to map structures and quantify strain within this salt body in the deepwater 
contractional domain. The evaporites were shortened in the Pleistocene, slightly after the linked 
extension began updip. The visible shortening in the salt is about 5-7% and is expressed in competent 
intrasalt layers as thrusts and folds that propagate upwards into the overburden. Shortening in the 
overburden is significantly less than that within the salt. Both sets of structures detach within the salt, 
but at variable levels. They are remarkably compartmentalised at a length scale of a few kilometres 
by a conjugate array of strike-slip faults..Within the salt at least four detachments are recognised in 
seismically incoherent layers, which are most likely halite-rich. The structural style is largely 
internally consistent and argues for a single NE-SW shortening direction. Line balancing shows that 
strain is highly partitioned in the vertical dimension, with a peak value near the top of the evaporites, 
decreasing downwards and upwards from here. The vertical variation of strain within the salt 
multilayer indicates a modified Couette flow profile, and a highly efficient detachment at top salt. 
The multilayered mechanical stratigraphy of the salt succession plays a key role in the deformation 
style and in gross strain accumulation, and specifically in the spatial organisation of the different 
types of structure within the contractional domain. .  
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It is well established that sedimentation rate is one of the main parameters which shape the external 

geometry of down-built salt diapirs. Previous studies related to geometry of salt diapirs have defined 

sedimentation rate as a kinematic parameter rather than a driving force that also governs the rate of 

salt flow into the diapir. The rate at which overburden sediments accumulate above an underlying 

layer of salt and their distribution define the magnitude of the differential load that eventually initiate 

salt flow and the rate at which it changes. As such, sedimentation rate does not only shape the external 

geometry of a salt diapir, it also strongly influences its internal geometry. Another main parameter 

that directly governs the rate of salt flow is its viscosity, which may vary by two to three orders of 

magnitude depending on brine content, depth of burial, grain size and the amount of impurities. In our 

studies, we have mainly focused on these two parameters (i.e. sedimentation rate and viscosity of salt) 

in order to understand their role in shaping salt diapirs. We have systematically varied these 

parameters in numerical models designed to study the mechanism by which a diapir entrains denser 

blocks and transports them to the surface.  

Model results show that salt supply is affected by these two main parameters, which in turn govern 

the style and the amount of anhydrite entrainment into the diapir. In active diapirs, salt supply 

increases with increasing sedimentation rate whereas it decreases with an increase in salt viscosity. 

Sedimentation rate has critical values above and below which salt supply does not change linearly 

with sedimentation rate. If sedimentation rate is not high enough to bury the diapir (or it is not slow 

enough to segment the diapir into mini-basins) a decrease of the sedimentation rate decreases salt 

supply. In contrast, highly viscous salt provides less salt supply than a less viscous salt. Model results 

also show that the width of the conduit (initial width of the stem) through which the diapir is fed is 

affecting the rate of salt flow. A wider perturbation allows more salt to be transported into the diapir 

at early stages so that salt supply increases with an increase in the width of the diapir stem and the 

width of the perturbation. And finally, in complicated structures where other types of lithologies (e.g. 

anhydrite) are interbedded with the mother salt, the stratigraphic position of these denser layers within 

the salt can affect the rate of salt supply and their presence may impede the rate of salt supply to a 

diapir. Our studies show that, if lateral forces are negligible, salt supply is governed by sedimentation 

rate, viscosity of salt, stem width and presence/absence of denser layers within the mother salt. 
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Numerous salt diapirs (nearly 132 salt Plugs and 85 salt domes) distributed in the Eastern Zagros 

Fold-Thrust Belt and Persian Gulf. Mostly, Salt diapirs are located in the Zagros Fold-Thrust Belt 

emerged during Paleogene-Neogene and remained also as buried salt diapirs in the Persian Gulf. They 

originated from Hormuz salt series which deposited in an evaporite basin during Late Proterozoic-

Early Cambrian. Initial Hormuz salt basin was controlled by the north-south-trending Arabian Arches 

inherited from Pan African structures. Hormuz salt thickness is thin (northward) or absent 

(southward) along the some present north-south trending paleo-high i.e. Qatar-Fars arch. It is 

supposed that a lateral variation of the salt layer thickness reaches nearly 5 km at the deepest part of 

the basin. Normal faulting during Late Proterozoic?-Early Paleozoic and subsequent salt withdrawal 

controlled variable thickness of overburden from the Qatar-Fars arch (10km) until eastward 

depocenter of the basin (15km) during Phanerozoic. 

Interpreted seismic images show of a progressive dropping around salt diapirs. Using these data can 

be inferred that up-doming and growth of the domes initiated as early as the early Paleozoic just after 

deposition of a thin overburden. Salt activity continued until present-day by subsequent tectonic 

events, volume of sedimentary supply and surface erosion. Long-time salt activity in this region 

formed pre-folding structures such as salt diapirs, salt ridges and their relevant local thickening that 

strongly influenced on the localization of the folds and the direction of fold axes during Zagros 

orogeny. The role of tectonic events, particularly extensional faulting, and differential loading of 

sedimentary cover above the mobile salt layer is main factor in triggering of salt diapirism in the 

ZFTB and Persian Gulf region. 
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Folding in deepwater settings can exert a powerful control on the distribution of sediments deposited 

coevally with fold growth, which form geometrically distinct growth sequences on fold limbs.  This 

study uses three-dimensional seismic data from the eastern Nile deepwater fold belt to document the 

three-dimensional nature of fold growth and the effect of this on coeval submarine channel systems.  

The eastern Nile deepwater fold belt provides an ideal natural laboratory for the study of early stage 

salt detached thrusting and folding and its influence on sedimentation. This is due to the relatively 

young age (5-7Ma) of deformation and a thin post-salt sedimentary sequence (c.1km). 

 

The area of interest is an area of thin-skinned compression resulting from the up-dip gravitational 

collapse of the Nile Delta above the ductile Messinian evaporite sequence.  Deformation affecting the 

post-Messinian overburden is also characterized by a conjugate set of strike slip faults which segment 

the many thrusts and associated overlying folds. 

 

We use measurements of along-strike structural relief and growth sequence expansion factor to 

demonstrate that many of these folds develop in a non uniform three dimensional manner over time.  

Both the relative rate of uplift and also locations of uplift vary spatially and temporally over the 

growth history of many folds in this area.  This highly non-uniform manner of fold growth results in 

variations in growth sequence architecture; this in turn is linked to the response of the submarine 

channel systems which develop during fold growth. 

 

The results of this study aim to improve our conceptual models of three-dimensional fold growth and 

the influence of this on sedimentation and the formation of growth sequences. 
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The La Popa Basin of northeastern Mexico exposes two salt diapirs and a northwest-southeast 

trending, secondary salt weld that can be traced along strike for roughly 25 km. These structures 

involve and deform Jurassic through Eocene rocks that correlate with rocks of the Louann Salt 

through the Wilcox, Claiborne and Jackson Formations in the Texas Gulf Coast. In addition to passive 

diapirism that most likely continued throughout deposition of the nearly 8 km thick stratigraphic 

section overlying the salt, the region was also deformed during the Latest Cretaceous to Eocene by 

northeast-directed shortening associated with the Laramide orogeny.  

In an effort to better understand the hydrologic behavior of salt welds we conducted a detailed 

structural and geochemical study of veins and host rocks in the vicinity of the La Popa weld. Our 

study began with field mesostructural analysis of vein systems developed along the weld, and 

progressed to petrographic, stable isotopic, fluid inclusion microthermometric, and Sr isotopic 

analysis of the vein minerals. Our goals were to (1) characterize the fracture-related fluid transport 

system near the weld, (2) describe the composition, temperature and sources of fluids that moved 

along or accumulated near the weld, and (3) constrain the timing of fluid migration or accumulation 

with respect to regional tectonic deformation and diapirism. We endeavored to find spatial variations 

in migration timing, fluid characteristics, and fracture networks by studying veins both near and away 

from the weld, as well as along the weld from southeast to northwest.  

Joints and veins in the vicinity of the weld are loosely organized into early bed-parallel, and later 

cross-strike and strike-oblique sets. Stable isotopic analysis of vein and host rock calcite yielded δ
18

O 

values of 20-25‰ (vSMOW) and δ
13

C of +15 to -13‰ (vPDB), with no systematic variation 

according to vein type or position along the weld. In comparison to veins far from the weld, veins 

close to the weld exhibit a smaller range of δ
18

O and a much larger range of δ
13

C, neither of which 

matches well with the host rock. This suggests the presence of exotic fluids near the weld, some of 

which likely contained CO2 or CH4. Strontium isotopic analyses corroborate this interpretation and 

additionally suggest that migration of deeply sourced exotic fluids may have been channelized along 

the center of the weld, near a significant bend in its map trace. Fluid inclusion homogenization 

temperatures in veins range from 84.3˚-205.7˚C and salinities range from 2-25 wt% NaCl equivalent. 

Methane and degraded hydrocarbon inclusions further substantiate the migration of gas and oil(?) 

along some parts of the weld. These locations seem to be linked to juxtaposition and the weld bend.  
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Several existing models attempt to explain the advance of allochthonous salt sheets and the nature and 

origin of subjacent deformation zones: (1) the basal-shear model, in which there is a subsalt zone of 

sheared strata; (2) the accretionary-wedge model, wherein salt often overrides imbricate thrust faults; 

and (3) the halokinetic-sequence model, which invokes variable drape folding and slump failure of 

surficial scarps. We use field exposures in the Flinders and Willouran Ranges in South Australia and 

3-D seismic and well data from the northern Gulf of Mexico (GoM) to test these concepts and develop 

a general model for the advance of allochthonous salt and the origin of any associated deformation. 

Key observations of subsalt relationships constrain the model. First, sheared strata are absent. Second, 

preserved thrust faults are rare. Third, strata are commonly folded and thinned beneath base-salt 

ramps but undeformed beneath flats. Fourth, small growth anticlines sometimes occur at the tops of 

halokinetic synclines. Fifth, base-salt flats commonly form during times of slow deposition. Sixth, 

discrete mass-transport complexes (MTCs) or turbidites containing diapir-derived detritus and/or 

blocks of carapace are locally intercalated with minibasin strata at halokinetic sequence boundaries. 

Our model comprises several elements. Basinward salt supply in a sheet or canopy is driven by some 

combination of upward flow through feeder diapirs, minibasin subsidence into the sheet/canopy, and 

gravity spreading above the canopy. In all cases, there is a folded roof creating a topographic scarp 

above the salt tip. Base-salt flats form when salt-supply rate greatly exceeds sediment-accumulation 

rate and salt advances on a thrust that breaks through a thin roof to the toe of the scarp, resulting in no 

halokinetic folding preserved in the subsalt zone. Ramps form when sediment-accumulation rate 

exceeds salt-supply rate, generating a thicker roof. Salt may simply advance on a steeper thrust, 

truncating subsalt strata with little deformation. Alternatively, if salt advance is pinned, inflation folds 

the top salt and onlapping strata into a base salt and an underlying anticline-syncline pair, 

respectively. Slump failure of the oversteepened scarp generates MTCs and/or turbidites that contain 

diapir and/or roof material. Further advance takes place along a thrust that breaks through to the sea 

floor at the toe of the scarp, in some cases preserving and in others decapitating the anticline. More 

common development of both thrusts and MTCs in the northern GoM than in Australia is attributed to 

greater canopy length, large-scale gravity spreading of the canopy overburden, and increased scarp 

relief. 
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The Adelaide Basin in Australia is a complex of late Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian rift and sag 

basins which was inverted during the Cambro-Ordovician Delamerian orogeny. The deposition of 

evaporitic sediments during the earliest stage of basin development in the late Neoproterozoic played 

a major role in the subsequent tectonic evolution of the basin. Previous studies have shown that early 

mobilization, vertical transport and withdrawal of the evaporites influenced the sedimentation during 

the late Neoproterozoic and Early Cambrian, as well as the inversion of the basin during the 

Delamerian Orogeny. However, because of the lack of surface exposure and good resolution seismic 

data, little is known about the geometry of the basement, the potential control exerted by basement 

structures in the deposition of the evaporitic beds and the role of these tectonic structures in the later 

inversion of the basin.   

In this work, we use a combination of published and original geological observations along with the 

interpretation of potential field datasets (Total Magnetic Intensity and Bouguer anomaly data) to 

better constrain the geology of the basin at depth.   

We first run unconstrained “blind” three-dimensional inversion of the gravity and magnetic data in 

order to provide an unbiased test of the geometry and depth of the gravity and magnetic anomalies 

sources in the Flinders. Then, we construct two and a half dimensional forward models of the 

potential field data along selected profiles across the Adelaide basin, constrained by the geology at the 

surface, drill-hole data and measured petrophysical properties (specific gravity and magnetic 

susceptibility).  

The 3D inversions show that the source of the gravity anomalies is generally shallow whereas the 

sources for the magnetic anomalies are generally deep. We achieved the best fit between observed and 

modelled potential fields with a model favouring thick-skinned deformation, where the diapirs are not 

randomly distributed, but located directly above basement-penetrating normal faults. Furthermore, 

these normal faults were probably active during the sedimentation of the late Neoproterozoic and 

Early Cambrian sediments, and underwent partial or total inversion during the Cambro-Ordovician 

Delamerian Orogeny.   
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The western part of the Fore-Sudetic Monocline lies in the north-western part of the Polish Zechstein 

Basin, beyond the range of salt tectonics (sensu „Trusheim”) typical for deeper part of the basin and 

characterized by the occurrence of salt structures such as pillows, swells and diapirs. In the part of the 

basin under investigation such structures do not occur due to the primary thickness of salt (mostly 

Oldest Halite, Na1 and Younger Halite, Na2) being too small. Primary Zechstein thicknesses in the 

study area are 600-700m; however, total thickness of salt intervals reaches some 350-450m, with Na1 

salts accounting for approximately 40% of the total. Na1 salts with highest primary thicknesses were 

deposited in many troughs separated by increased thicknesses of Lower Anhydrite (A1d) evaporites – 

so called anhydrite swells. Configuration of these troughs was influenced by the paleomorphology of 

the top Zechstein basement: Rotliegend rocks characteristically formed a series of low-amplitude 

paleohighs, on which anhydrite swells were formed with thicknesses from 100 to 200m. Seismic and 

geological data reveal that locally above anhydrite swells Na1 salts have very low thicknesses (20-

40m) or are completely pinched out. This phenomenon played an important role in later halokinesis of 

Na1 salts, which moved in all directions in response to the deposition of the Triassic overburden 

(Buntsandstein-Keuper rocks). Meeting resistance in narrow “passes” over the anhydrite swells, or 

obstacles in the case of complete Na1 salt pinch-out, the Na1 salts caused bulging of the overlying 

Upper Anhydrite (A1g)-Main Dolomite (Ca2)-Basal Anhydrite (A2) complex. Therefore, the highest 

amplitudes of anticlinal bulges of this complex usually occur above the primary axis of Na1 troughs 

or along the slopes of Zechstein 1 (Werra) anhydrite swells. A factor which initiated halokinesis of 

Na1 salts, apart from gravitation, was vertical movements of the Zechstein basement instigated at the 

Keuper to Rhaetian boundary (Old-Cimmerian phase). Anticlinal, halokinetic structures in the Ca2 

carbonates are common traps of small oil and natural gas deposits in the SW part of the Polish 

Zechstein Basin, especially in the area of Gubin-Krosno Odrzańskie. In crestal parts of such structures 

systems of tension fractures enhance the reservoir properties of the Main Dolomite carbonates. The 

tension fractures resulted from bending stress of the Ca2 carbonates formed locally in the crestal parts 

of halokinetic anticlines. 
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3D seismic data from the continental slope offshore Angola reveal a close relation between salt 

structures and overburden fluid flow in two adjacent salt mini-basins. The study area is located at      

1-1.5 km water depth where the overburden succession above the prospective Oligocene section is 

about 2.5-3 km thick. Within this succession several different types of focused fluid flow structures 

are represented some of which have a close relation to the salt structures in the area. 

Seabed pockmarks are abundant above salt structures suggesting that fluids from the deeper section, 

probably of thermogenic origin, are focused and vented to the surface along the salt flanks. Some of 

the largest salt structures in the area display marked asymmetries and well developed overhangs in the 

downslope direction, and these preferentially display pockmark activity on the upslope side above 

steeply dipping strata on the seaward sides of salt mini-basins. The absence of pockmarks and the 

truncation of the salt mini-basin flanks on the upslope side suggest that fluids could be trapped below 

the salt overhangs where any DHIs would be difficult to verify due to imaging problems.  

In addition to muddy, sealing facies the overburden within the study area comprises a system of three 

upper Miocene stacked terminal fans and associated feeder channels. This system was deposited 

preferentially in salt mini-basin low areas and pinch-out laterally and distally at salt flanks. The 

terminal fan systems represent an important lateral migration route for deeper fluids stored 

temporarily in the fans, to the salt flanks and from here further to the seafloor. The fan feeder systems 

also act as updip routes for fluid flow whilst pipe-like structures attributed to focused fluid flow have 

been observed above fan fringes where they connect the fan system to an overlying gas and gas 

hydrate accumulation hosted within polygonally faulted Pliocene deposits.  
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High-quality 3D seismic data are used to investigate the volume balance of a small-scale (~45 km3) 

submarine landslide offshore Brazil (Espírito Santo Basin). In the study area, the upper boundaries of 

large relict blocks -kept in situ during the main instability event – and the interpreted non-failed 

margins of the landslide comprise a reliable estimate for the position of the seafloor at the time the 

submarine landslide was generated. Strikingly, more than 300ms two-way time of seafloor strata 

where eroded during the studied landslide event, a scale similar to some of the largest failures 

recorded on continental margins (e.g. Storegga Slide; Amazon Fan complex; Cape Fear slide) but 

contrasting with the small areal extent of failure. The ratio of accumulated/depleted strata varies 

markedly in three specific regions of the landslide, with marginal and distal parts showing higher rates 

of sediment depletion when compared with proximal regions. In contrast, ratios of accumulated failed 

strata vs. original volume of seafloor vary little, spanning from 0.62 to 0.69. Above failed strata, 

variations in palaeo-seafloor morphology are signed as: a) local thickening of post-slide deposits; b) 

small-scale depocentres and furrows striking perpendicularly to the slope gradient, c) submarine 

channels and post-slide depositional systems emplaced above compacted slide strata. Depocentres up 

to 55 ms deep - within the scale of salt minibasins in the Gulf of Mexico (Weimer et al., 1998) - were 

formed above failed deposits that detach deep-rooted extensional faults from post-slide units. This 

work concludes that localised small-scale instabilities can cause significant losses of seal capacity in 

overburden successions due to the sudden release of confining pressures in a vertical direction. In 

addition, deformed post-slide strata shows that rheological differences within failed strata (i.e. related 

to the presence of relict strata and structural heterogeneities) affected seafloor morphology several 

million of years after slope instability occurred. In places the studied landslide strata – inferred to be 

Late Palaeogene in age – and embedded relict blocks of strata still control the modern seafloor 

topography.  
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High quality 3D seismic data acquired on the continental slope offshore Angola allows spectacular 

insights into overburden fluid migration in two salt mini basins. The study area is located in 1-1.5 km 

water where the overburden of Miocene-Recent age is 2.5-3 km thick. Fluid migration structures 

include seabed- and paleo-pockmarks, gas chimneys, gas hydrates, high-amplitude anomalies and 

low-amplitude pipe-like structures in the subsurface. The findings highlight the shallow 

manifestations of the fluid flow systems and the salt tectonic controls on fluid flow. 

The analysis showed that fluids escaped from the primary Oligocene reservoir interval resulting in 

focused fluid flow in specific areas mainly controlled by syndepositional structural highs, 

intermediate carrier beds and salt structures. This focused fluid flow has led to the formation of 

numerous amplitude anomalies within the immediate overburden. A major fluid flow event is 

recorded by an extensive pockmark field along an upper middle Miocene stratigraphic marker. The 

Plio-Pleistocene succession is characterized by stacks of fossil pockmarks, which pre-date polygonal 

fault systems along the Pliocene basin centre. Sub-vertical pipes of low-amplitude discontinuous 

seismic character, penetrate the overburden to the base of a layer of free gas and gas hydrate, and 

occasionally reach the seabed where they are overlain by seabed pockmarks. Otherwise seabed 

pockmarks are preferentially clustered above salt structures which act as the present day primary fluid 

vents. 

The seismic mapping has thus helped identify an interconnected system of fluid storage and leakage 

mainly controlled by syndepositional elements, salt structures, lateral carriers and focused pipe-like 

conduits. Together these structures provide pathways for fluids migrating from the prospective 

Oligocene succession vertically through the Miocene seals and laterally through carrier beds and 

through the Plio-Pleistocene mudstone cover to the seabed along low-amplitude pipes or salt flanks. 
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The Eocene Carroza Formation in La Popa Basin, Mexico, records one of the few exposures on earth 

of salt-sediment interaction in a fluvial depositional system. The Carroza Formation was deposited in 

the Carroza syncline, a salt-withdrawal minibasin along the 25 km long La Popa salt wall, which has 

since been evacuated of salt and is now a subvertical secondary salt weld. The Carroza Fm. contains 

halokinetic sequences, where beds become steep to overturned within a few hundred m of the La Popa 

salt weld, and display angular unconformities between stratal packages that become 

conformable/disconformable with distance from the weld.   

 

The Carroza Formation displays distinct structural, stratigraphic, and sedimentological differences 

between the lower and upper parts of the formation. The lower part of the Carroza Formation contains 

broad, open folds where the hinge of the Carroza syncline is 500-1,000 m from the La Popa weld. 

Strata are organized into tapered composite halokinetic sequences. Fluvial channels in the lower 

Carroza are mostly single storied, broad and shallow (~ 5 m thick), and are not confined to the 

Carroza syncline hinge. Paleocurrents indicate trends orthogonal to that of the La Popa weld. 

Paleosols in the lowermost part are calcic in nature and become increasingly evaporite-rich up-

section. Alluvial fan conglomerates containing diapir –derived detritus are absent. The weld along the 

lower Carroza contains only isolated patches of remnant gypsum. In contrast, in the upper part of the 

Carroza Formation, the style of folding along the La Popa weld is tight and abrupt where the hinge of 

the Carroza syncline is located 50-200 m from the weld. Strata are organized into tabular composite 

halokinetic sequences. Fluvial channels in the upper Carroza are multistoried, narrow and thick (~ 10-

20 m thick). Paleocurrent indicators suggest flow roughly parallel to the La Popa weld. Alluvial fan 

conglomerates containing diapir-derived detritus are abundant adjacent to the weld at the transition 

between the lower and upper Carroza, and are commonly present in upper Carroza strata as well. The 

weld along the upper Carroza is a narrow (<50 m) zone of continuous gypsum that gradually merges 

with the La Popa diapir to the west. 

 

The changes in structural, stratigraphic and sedimentological aspects between the lower and upper 

Carroza Formation reflect the complex interplay between the relative rise rate of the La Popa salt wall 

and local sediment accumulation rates of the Carroza Formation. The upward shift from tapered to 

tabular composite halokinetic sequences indicates that long term La Popa diapir rise rate significantly 

exceeded Carroza fluvial sediment accumulation rates. This resulted in migration of the syncline 

hinge toward the weld and topographic inflation of the La Popa salt wall. The presence of diapir-

derived detritus, evaporitic paleosols, and a continuous zone of remnant salt all indicate the La Popa 

salt wall was exposed during deposition of the upper Carroza. Salt wall inflation confined fluvial 

channel migration to the hinge of the syncline and parallel to the salt wall, promoted gravitational 

failure of the salt wall and overlapping strata forming alluvial fan conglomerates, and introduced 

significant evaporite-rich dust to the surrounding area, which enhanced evaporitic paleosol 

development. At this period of time in the basin the main factor controlling diapir rise rate was 

Hidalgoan shortening. The upward shift in style may reflect increased Hidalogoan squeezing of the La 

Popa diapir. The change in paleosol type upward suggests increased aridification of the area, which 

may have corresponded to major decrease in sediment supply to the Carroza fluvial system 
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We used scaled physical models made of dry sand and silicone to explore the far-reaching effects of 

regional shortening on near-surface structural evolution of diapiric stocks. The squeezed stocks 

extruded salt sheets in three stages as different parts of the diapir and its source layer supplied salt. 

First, lateral squeezing caused salt to rise from the core of the previously dormant stock. Successively 

deeper parts of the stock‟s core rose to the surface. The thin roof arched then fragmented into rafts, 

which were dispersed and rotated by shear traction of spreading salt. As roof rafts approached the 

front of the extrusive flow they grounded and were overrun by the expanding salt sheet. These 

stranded fragments created a scalloped extrusion front, common in submarine salt glaciers in the Gulf 

of Mexico and subaerial ones in Iran. The scallops comprised alternating lobes, where salt spread 

laterally, and cusps where salt flow was impeded by stranded roof rafts. 

Next, after 15% shortening of the diapir, salt containing markers from the source layer reached the 

surface as an axial plume contributing to the expanding salt extrusion. This axial stream was driven 

out of the source layer mostly by displacement loading of the source layer by the thrust blocks that 

gradually engulfed the stock. After 25% shortening, a central thrust block, or primary indenter, began 

to move ahead of surrounding thrust blocks and impinge on the yielding stock. This indenter 

increased the rate of salt expulsion.  

The third stage of extrusion began after approximately 50% shortening. Secondary indenters 

converged obliquely into the salt stock, expelling salt formerly sequestered in the periphery of the 

diapir as extrusive lateral plumes flanking the axial plume. 

Stock attitude, bathymetry and roof density also affected extrusion rates and thicknesses. Stocks 

leaning seaward extruded salt faster and further than upright stocks. Dense roofs foundered and 

blocked the vent limiting surface extrusion. In models having a regional dip slope the broad, 

unimpeded, salt sheets were so thin they resembled salt welds in cross section. 

The models thus have implications for (1) large inclusions within allochthonous salt, (2) cuspate 

margins of salt sheets, and (3) interaction of thrusting, diapir pinch-off, and emplacement of 

allochthonous salt sheets. 
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The behaviour of salt structures (salt domes, diapirs, welds, etc) in response of compression is a 

matter that awakes an increasing interest in the field of salt tectonics. During the last decade, many 

examples have been described around the world denoting that salt structures play a key role in the 

development of contractional deformations. However, most of these examples correspond to old rift 

systems with salt tectonics that show a similar level of contractional deformation along its whole 

length and, therefore, to examples in which is difficult to elucidate how contractional deformation 

evolves through time in an area previously affected by salt diapiric structures. In this sense, the Late 

Jurassic-Cretaceous intracontinental rift system comprising the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, the 

Bay of Biscay and the Pyrenees is a rather exceptional case study, since it depicts similar features at 

the end of rifting along its entire length but a variable level of later contractional deformation. Thus, 

from East to West, the rift goes from zones where it practically preserves intact (Newfoundland) to a 

segment in which it is slightly affected by contractional deformations (Parentis Basin), and, finally, to 

a place where the old rift system is involved in an orogen and strongly deformed by contractional 

deformations (Pyrenees). 

 

The comparison between these three segments shows that the Mesozoic rift structure belongs to a 

system of half-grabens bounded by large detachment faults that cut the whole crust and that generated 

accumulations of Upper Triassic (Keuper) salts both in the half-graben edges and above the basement-

involved faults. Movement on these later faults produced the development of forced folds cored by 

salt ridges and diapirs. Contractional deformation of the salt structures developed during rifting 

produced, first, the squeezing of the diapiric structures, later on, the restricted reactivation of the 

basement extensional faults, and, finally, the development of large thrusts that, detached along the 

Upper Triassic (salt level). Thrusts are rooted in the extensional basement faults and reached the 

surface along the salt accumulations formed previously at the half-graben edges or along faults 

located forwards.   
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Both pre-existing and syn-depositionally active topography can control the development of submarine 

channels in deep-marine basins. Active topography may be driven by the gravitational effects of 

sediment loading on slopes, by tectonic activity or by movement of salt or mud, and can be expressed 

by lateral or axial tilting, faulting, folding, slumping and sliding.  These effects may progressively 

alter the local topography experienced by gravity currents. Thus salt migration may have the effect of 

occluding channel pathways, raising or lowering axial gradients, laterally tilting basins, or a 

combination of all of these. Although the effects of lateral ground tilting are known from fluvial 

literature, only a few examples have been documented from submarine channels in either the 

subsurface or outcrop. This study uses outcrop and subsurface data, integrated with exiting fluvial 

models, to suggest the likely evolution and facies distribution of submarine channels influenced by 

active salt growth. We present a subsurface example from Magnolia Field, Gulf of Mexico, in which 

lateral channel-complex migration is thought to have been influenced by salt growth. Following 

migration of salt into the western portion of the basin, the basin was tilted to the east.  In response, the 

channel complex progressively stepped to the east, to produce a sequence of incised channel-

complexes. Where progressive tilting of the basin occurs, channels may undergo unidirectional 

migration away from the active salt, depending on the presence of any laterally constraining 

topography. The resultant facies architecture depends on the slope profile: aggradational systems may 

develop complex levee systems on the salt-side, whilst actively cannibalizing levees on the non-salt 

side; degradational systems may progressively step away from the salt by avulsing. The resultant 

facies architectures differ significantly and this has important implications for reservoir prediction and 

production.  
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Anhydrite layers, each embedded in a halite matrix, were deformed under bulk plane strain using a 

thermomechanical apparatus. The initial layer thickness Hi ranges from 0.85 to 2.5 mm. Deformation 

conditions were as follows: T=345°C, σmax=4.59 MPa, ezmax=-40%, ė=2*10
-7

s
-1

. 

During deformation the stress was recorded in two perpendicular directions (Y and Z). The displaced 

material could escape in X. The deformed samples were CT-scanned at the Universitätsklinikum 

Frankfurt/Main in order to generate 3D-models using the software Smoooth. 

A total of ten samples were deformed: six with the layer (S) perpendicular to the X-axis and four with 

the layer perpendicular to the Z-axis. Depending on the orientation of the layer (S X or S Z), the 

expected structures should be folds or boudins, respectively, the geometry of which should strongly 

depend on Hi. 

In cases where the layer was orientated parallel to the shortening axis (S X), the anhydrite layer 

shows Mohr-Coulomb fractures. The fracture walls were thrust on top of each other. The space 

between hanging and foot wall is filled with salt. In thin layers (Hi=0.85 and 1.0 mm) rare non-

cylindrical folds developed. 

In cases where the layer was orientated perpendicular to the shortening axis (S Z) boudins developed 

by extensional fracture. The number of boudins and their size (Wa) depends strongly on the initial 

layer thickness Hi and increases linearly with increasing layer thickness. This is in good agreement 

with results of Ramberg (1955). 

First microfabric data of the deformed samples show that halite deforms viscously by climb-

controlled dislocation creep with strain hardening. Anhydrite, on the other hand, deforms in the 

brittle-plastic regime, characterized by twinning, kinking and fracturing. 

We do not know the reasons why folding of the anhydrite layer is largely lacking, although the 

viscosity contrast between halite and anhydrite should be appropriate for folding. Possible reasons are 

the lack in confining pressure or mechanical anisotropies in the undeformed anhydrite. Further 

investigations will focus on the texture of halite and on microfabrics of the anhydrite. 
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The present day continental slope of the Lower Congo Basin (LCB) exhibits complexity associated 

with salt tectonics. Salt-sediment interaction from mini-basin to regional scale (10‟s to 100‟s km
2
) is 

accommodated by deformation of variably oriented contractional and extensional structures. Utilizing 

a regionally extensive merged 3D seismic dataset, we document the tectonostratigraphic evolution of 

a 2,500 km
2
 portion of this margin, and highlight the 4-D evolution of salt tectonics and the dip- and 

strike-variability of structural style and resultant depositional response. Using conventional isochron 

and serial cross-section analysis of 14 seismic sequences, we show the progressive evolution of 

halokinetic structures, their associated impact on basin architecture and the stratigraphic response of 

the Tertiary fill to pre-existing and syndepositional growth of salt cored fold and fault arrays.  

  

The proximal, eastern, part of the study area is populated by an array of sub parallel NE-SW-trending 

salt structures including linear, elongate salt walls, rollers, and remnant pillows. These structures 

strike parallel to regional dip, and initiated during updip regional extension in the Late Cretaceous as 

isolated salt diapirs bounding minibasins. Early formed oblique WSW-ENE trending minibasins are 

found in the western downdip portion of the studied area and lie above a reactivated salt massif.   

 

Late Cretaceous halokinetic activity on isolated structures resulted in formation of salt welds in 

proximal areas upon depletion of the salt layer and passive infill of lows around diapiric structures in 

some areas. Some initial localised salt diapirs interacted through the Paleogene and coalesced to form 

linear salt walls updip and the salt massif to the west. During the Neogene, compressional 

deformation superposed on the overall extensional structures and is marked by thrusting, stem 

welding and mass wasting off diapir flanks, with inflation of the distal salt massif in response to 

lateral shortening. The development of these structures results in increasingly tortuous sediment 

pathways adopted by submarine turbidite systems. Along strike variability is accentuated as the locus 

of deposition, and salt tectonic activity appears to shift eastwards with time.  
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The Khuff field, in the Sirte Basin, Libya, produced oil from a fractured Cretaceous limestone 

without other significant porosity. This localised occurrence of fracturing and the very circular 

nature of the field structure suggest that both are the result of salt piercement. 

 

The Khuff Field is situated in the western Sirte Basin. The Sirte Basin was formed by active 

subsistence and block faulting resulting from the collapse of the Sirte Arch, on the northern margin 

of the African Craton in Early Cretaceous time. The extensional tectonics resulted in a series of 

northwest-southeast trending platforms and grabens within the basin (Figure 1). Most of the 

Paleozoic sediments had been eroded from the Sirte Arch following the Hercynian Orogeny and an 

arch of granitic rocks flanked by Cambro-Ordovician quartzites forms the basement in the Khuff 

area which lies on the Beda Platform. This arch subsequently sank to form an northeasterly trending 

graben, which accumulated a thick section of late Cretaceous evaporates and shales in the Khuff 

Area. 

 

The stratigraphic section on the Beda Platform is shown in Figure 2. The Etel formation, of 

Turonian age, has been drilled in many wells to the north and south of the Khuff field. Anhydrite is 

present in most areas, but thick halite occurs in wells in the Khuff area and has also been 

encountered in wells J1-47 and H1-47 to the north of the Khuff field, F1a-93 to the east and in 

DDD1-59 and A1-72 to the south (Figure 3). The formation is 1060‟ thick in J1-47 and over 3100‟ 

thick in B8-93, in which the base was not reached. The approximate limit of the halite basin is 

shown on Figure 3. 

 

Structure contours on the top of the Kalash formation in the Khuff field (Figure 4) indicate a very 

circular structure which, taken together with the fracturing of the formation, suggest that the 

structure was induced by upward movement of the underlying halite section which was encountered 

in the two deep wells within the field, B2-93 and B8-93. No other salt structures have been 

identified in the area. 

 

The field was discovered in 1964 by PanAmerican Petroleum Company on its concession 93 and 

was put on production in January 1966. It produced over 500 million barrels of 37˚API oil from 4 

wells before being depleted and abandoned in August 1969, when field production had dropped to 

less than 1000 b/d. 
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Figures 1-4,  Oswald 
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Subsalt depth-imaging and deep exploration wells in the deepwater Gulf of Guinea and offshore/deep-

offshore Gulf of Mexico have allowed greater understanding of the geometry and evolution of 

allochthonous salt domains in gravity-driven systems. Despite significant differences in structural 

styles, both basins show remarkable similarities in terms of mechanisms and kinematics, at all scales. 

 

From the early stages (i.e. Mesozoic), the deepwater GoG and offshore/deep-offshore GoM 

corresponded to very wide gravity-driven compressional domains occupied by detachment folds or 

thrust sheets and isolated allochthonous salt tongues. Areas where this early shortening was minor 

(e.g. Kwanza Basin in GoG) still remain devoid of allochthonous salt canopies, demonstrating the 

importance of early compressional tectonics on salt canopy development. In the Tertiary, as the 

margins prograded basinwards, the updip parts of the initial compressional domains were sequentially 

incorporated into the extensional domain of the systems: due to sedimentary loading, former 

anticlines or forethrusts collapsed or were reactived as counter-regional growth faults, controlling the 

location of the main depocenters. In the downdip compressional domains, increasing shortening 

caused the folds to narrow and breach, allowing massive allochthonous salt sheets to form. Slabs of 

Mesozoic/Tertiary condensed section representing early folds are often present on top of the 

allochthonous salt sheets. Main salt ascension zones are located at frontal and oblique fold 

intersections. Salt withdrawal along transverse zones provoked the inversion of primary synclines 

which evolved into apparent turtleback anticlines oriented parallel to the shortening axis (e.g. Thunder 

Horse or Poseidon structures in GoM), as opposed to classical turtleback anticlines of 

extensional/translated domains that are perpendicular to the slope. Amalgamation of salt sheets in 

GoM created a huge salt canopy above which a shallow but major gravity-driven system developed. 

In the deepwater GoG, since no regional salt canopy formed, Tertiary contraction was entirely 

accommodated by decollement above the autochthonous salt. As a result, thrusting is much more 

prevalent and dramatic in deepwater GoG than in GoM. 

 

One of our main conclusions is that the development of allochthonous salt sheets/canopies in gravity-

driven systems is impossible without a significant amount of shortening, especially during the earliest 

stages. Even if parts of this very wide foldbelt are eventually overprinted by extension due to the 

progressive basinward migration of depocenters, allochthonous salt domains basically result from a 

compressive tectonic regime within which passive or neutral diapirism remains negligible. 
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Stratigraphic data from exposures of the Viento Formation along the La Popa secondary evaporite 

weld in La Popa basin, part of deformed Hidalgoan foreland in northeastern Mexico, record the 

influence of evaporite diapirism on lithofacies and stratigraphic architecture during Middle Eocene 

time. Based on detailed lithofacies analyses, we interpret the depositional setting of Viento Fm. as a 

shallow to marginal marine environment characterized by cyclic and voluminous accumulation of 

sand that likely caused differential loading and at least partially drove diapiric rise of the La Popa 

evaporite wall that occupied space between the sides of the La Popa weld during Middle Eocene time. 

Viento Fm. parasequences range 2-60 m thick and exhibit the following upward succession of facies: 

very fine-grained, well-sorted, medium-bedded tan sandstone with hummocky cross-stratification, 

overlain by fine-grained, well-sorted medium to thick-bedded tan sandstone with plane lamination and 

low-angle cross-stratification, commonly with abundant robust Ophiomorpha and plant fragments, 

overlain by heterolithic, thin-bedded, very fine to fine-grained tan-orange sandstone with mud-draped 

ripple caps, interbedded with thick intervals of pervasively bioturbated, very fine-grained sandstone to 

siltstone with oyster and gastropod fragments, and capped by medium-grained, trough cross-bedded, 

medium to thick-bedded, lenticular dark-brown well-indurated, carbonate-rich sandstone beds with 

abundant, large (4-15 cm), disarticulated oysters and metaigneous clasts common at the base of the 

lenticular sandstone beds. The metaigneous clasts are 2-30 cm in diameter, very well rounded, mafic-

intermediate in composition. These clasts are interpreted to have been cyclically extruded along with 

diapiric evaporite of the Jurassic Minas Viejas Fm from the La Popa evaporite wall. From SW to NE 

toward the La Popa weld, which is the former site of the La Popa evaporite wall, four measured 

sections document growth strata geometries, lateral decrease in thickness from 1040 m to zero, and at 

least one intraformational angular unconformity of less than 30  that becomes conformable within 

tens of meters away from the La Popa weld. Together, these field observations indicate Viento Fm. 

strata adjacent to the La Popa evaporite wall formed as a wedge-type halokinetic sequence, which 

reflects the influence of evaporite rise rates that only slightly exceeded mean sediment accumulation 

rates. Punctuated influx of diapir-derived metaigneous clasts may reflect short-lived episodes of rapid 

evaporite extrusion along the diapiric wall, possibly related to Hidalgoan shortening events. 
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We modelled the effect of the deposition of clastic sediments wedges along passive margin by 

combining two different experimental approaches. The first approach, which uses flume experiments 

in order to model turbiditic transport and deposition, had focused, so far mainly on the stratigraphic 

architecture and flow properties. But most experiments have not accounted for the impact of 

syndepositional deformation. 

The second approach is the classic tectonic modelling (sand-box experiments) is aimed essentially at 

understanding deformation, for example the deformation of a sediment wedge deposited onto a 

mobile salt layer. However, with this approach, the sediment transport processes are crudely modelled 

by adding each sediment layer uniformly, regardless of the potential influence of the sea-floor 

bathymetry on the depositional pattern. 

We designed a new tectono-stratigraphic modelling tank, which combines modelling of the turbiditic 

transport and deposition, and salt-related deformation driven by sediment loading. The set-up 

comprises a channel connected to a main water tank. A deformation box is placed at the mouth of the 

channel, on the base of the tank. The base of the box can be filled with various kinds of substrates 

either rigid (sand) or viscous (silicone polymer, simulating mobile salt layer having varying length 

and thickness). A mixture of fine-grained powder and water is maintained in suspension in a 

container, and then released and channelled toward the basin, generating an analogue of basin-floor 

fans or lobes. 

We investigated the effect of depositing several consecutive turbiditic lobes on the deformation of the  

salt body and its overburden. The dynamics of experimental turbidity currents lead to deposits whose 

thickness varied gradually laterally: the lobe is thick in the proximal region and thins progressively 

distally, thus creating a very gentle regional surface slope. As the fan grows by episodic deposition of 

successive turbiditic lobes, the model deforms spontaneously by vertical collapse and lateral 

spreading of the entire overburden. 

We conducted a series of systematic experiments varying the length and thickness of the salt body, as 

well as the sediment input and nature. 
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In all aspects of the Earth sciences – including the origin and geographical distribution of oil, natural 

gas, gas hydrates, mud volcanoes, asphalt flows and carbonate chimneys – unsolved problems and 

paradoxes abound. We ought to readily accept that there are no real paradoxes in nature; the 

observational and interpretational puzzles encountered are only nature‟s respectful way of telling that 

our claimed basic understanding is either incomplete or fundamentally flawed. For example, why is 

the bulk of gas hydrates located in deep water off many continental margins? Why are there so much 

commercial oil and gas production along a belt landward of and paralleling the earthquake prone and 

volcanically active Indonesian Arc? How can we account for gas-rich brines flowing in open fracture 

systems in deep boreholes of granitic crust – traditionally thought to be bone dry and without fracture 

spacing? What about inclusions of oil, gasses and high concentration salts in volcanic rocks along 

sectors of the circum-Pacific Benioff zones and in locations on mid-ocean rifts? The most prolific 

Middle East oil and gas province follows along a section of the southern tectonic boundary of the 

Alpine belt; it is noted that this major Iraqi-Persian-Saudi oil province may produce from rocks with 

no apparent proximal “source rocks”, and in some cases production have experienced little drawdown 

from virgin state pressures despite decades of high capacity withdrawals. Does this imply that the 

Middle East hydrocarbon province is being continuously replenished from the deep Earth along 

prominent lithospheric fracture zones? There is no end of critical questions! 

 

It seems evident that the geosciences are in need of a new overarching theory that is able to turn the 

mass of unrelated classical and newer detail into a comprehensible pattern. The inferred heterogeneity 

of at least the bulk of the mantle appears inconsistent with the concept of long-term convection. 

Instead, an Earth undergoing degassing seems to have much in its favour. In a degassing scenario 

substantial volumes of gas hydrates require deep lithospheric pathways for transport of water, brines 

and hydrocarbon gases from the mantle – conditions which are met in fault-controlled narrow crustal 

belts off many continental margins. Further, the linear trends of many petroleum producing salt basins 

suggest fault control, and it seems that all major oil and gas provinces in the world are associated with 

transtensive conditions. Accepting deep Earth degassing, the association of salt diapirs, hydrocarbons, 

mud volcanoes (with hydrogen sulphide), and magmatic activity can readily be accounted for. 

Degassing alters the Earth‟s moments of inertia and thereby its rotation characteristics; besides being 

the driving force for global tectonics, these jerky dynamical changes also serve as a kind of natural 

hydraulic device, pumping oil, natural gas and water/saline fluids into near-surface structures.   
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Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) imaging is used to map, for the first time, the 

surficial deformation of an active salt diapir (Syahoo) and its associated salt flow (or namakier) 

exposed in the Zagros Mountains, Iran. Images provided by the European Space Agency were 

acquired in 12 increments (ranging between 35 and 1248 days) over a 14 year (1992 - 2006) interval. 

Deformation of the salt is non-steady, with (extrapolated) rates of surficial displacement varying 

between uplifts of +1.4mm/day (+511 mm/year) to subsidence of -2.2mm/day (-803 mm/year). 

Growth of a central topographic dome occurs following short wet intervals to create a salt fountain 

morphology, which then slowly decays during the intervening long dry periods. Salt associated with 

dynamic “bulging” of the central dome during wet intervals flows laterally via gravity-spreading into 

the surrounding salt sheet, resulting in deflation and subsidence of the dome, which is counteracted by 

growth and inflation of the adjacent namakiers. Salt “bulges” that migrate down the namakier, 

resulting in local inflationary and deflationary cycles, are regarded as episodic pulses of gravity 

spreading. Areas of inflation and deflation commonly reverse during dry to wet periods, as the overall 

salt system effectively self regulates as it strives for dynamic equilibrium. As long as the source of 

salt remains undepleted, then gravity spreading of the dome ultimately results in more buoyancy-

driven salt flowing up the diapiric neck to replenish and feed the extrusion and maintain the gross 

fountain morphology. 
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The onshore Ukraine Dnieper-Donets basin (DDB) is partially inverted late Palaeozoic intra-cratonic 

basin. The basin is large measuring around 500 by 100 km, and very deep, with a sedimentary column 

reaching 19km. Rifting began in the late Devonian when two evaporite sequences were deposited, and 

Carboniferous extension was accompanied by sag. Seismic imaging of the basin has not traditionally 

been of the highest quality, and although important quantities of Devonian salt are calibrated by wells 

and diapirs have been documented, classic halokinetic forms are probably not as common as 

suggested by the literature. Four important tectonic events have been consistently documented over 

the DDB; Tournaisian to Lower Visean and middle Serpukhovian „extensional‟ events, and Hercynian 

equivalent (upper Permian) and Alpine (lower Tertiary) events which are recognised as being 

compressional.  

As part of a Ferrexpo/RDS multi-license project, reprocessing of seismic data over several parts of the 

DDB has enabled a new structural interpretation of the basin to be considered. It is proposed that 

basin margin extension, facilitated by thin skinned decollement on Devonian salt and expressed by 

sedimentary wedges, is linked to thick skinned partial inversion of some important basement 

extensional faults, which acted as buffers. These linked tectonic events may have been caused by sag, 

perhaps driven by pulses of basin opening during the lower Carboniferous. Towards the basin centre, 

good images are also seen of thick skinned partial inversion where basin centre verging monoclines 

and anticlines previously described as salt diapirs, appear to be linked to partially inverted basement 

faults. These interpretations are consistent with Tournaisian to Lower Visean and middle 

Serpukhovian movements, for which there are specific examples complete with appropriate seismic 

facies. This interpretation is also consistent with axial salt wall features described in the literature, 

where opposing thin skinned decollement would meet and cause contraction in the middle of the 

DDB.  

The identification of similar monoclines and anticlines throughout the basin should lead to the 

extrapolation of this new structural perspective on the DDB.  
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The occurrence of hydrocarbons have been evidenced worldwide both in flat-bedded and diapiric salt 
structures. Their presence indicates for ability of gas and liquids migration throughout a salt series, 
making, thus, rock salt not a perfect seal. Despite recent progress in research on rock salt 
permeability, migration paths throughout rock salt complexes remain not fully recognized. The aim of 
this study is to analyse geological setting of hydrocarbon bearing zones in the Klodawa Salt Structure 
(Poland) in order to determine the controls on their distribution and to recognize their migration 
pathways. 

The Klodawa Salt Structure is 6 km tall salt wall built of Zechstein 1 (PZ1) to Zechstein 4 (PZ4) rock 
salt interbedded with anhydrites, dolomites, shales, salty clays and potash that became strongly folded 
and variably sheared during salt flow between the Triassic and present. Underground mine 
excavations exposed numerous gas hazard, gas emanation and hydrocarbon bearing zones throughout 
the structure. Detailed analysis of their lithostratigraphic and tectonic setting in more than 100 sites 
revealed that their occurrence can be primarily attributed to lithostratigraphic factors, i.e. (1) to the 
occurrence of Stinking Shale – Basal Anhydrite complex at the boundary of PZ1 and PZ 2 cycles, (2) 
to rock salt layers rich in anhydrite in the Oldest Halite complex (PZ1), and (3) to welded contacts of 
PZ1 and PZ2 rock salt that had formed due to shearing and distortion of Stinking Shale – Basal 
Anhydrite complex. Apart from lithostratigraphic horizons, the hydrocarbons were evidenced along 
large scale sheath fold welds and along faults/detachements. In a few localities, hydrocarbons 
occurred along natural fractures, several meter long, that were oblique to bedding, arranged in en 
echelon array. The latter indicates, thus, that these gas and liquid phases can contribute to 
development of fractures in rock salt under brittle or semi-brittle conditions and to prevent fracture 
sealing. Some hydrocarbon bearing zones were evidenced over a distance of several hundred metre 
long, both in horizontal and vertical sections. Their exclusive occurrence in the oldest counterparts of 
the Zechstein evaporite sequence implies that they probably derive from underlying source rocks. The 
hydrocarbons migrated along more permeable lithological constituents of the rock salt series and then 
became redistributed along tectonic boundaries formed due to folding and shearing of the whole 
evaporite complex.  

This study was financed from research funds for 2008-2010of the Polish Ministry of Science. 
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The Gorleben diapir, which has been targeted for radioactive waste disposal, contains large blocks of 

anhydrite. Numerical models that depict the geometrical configuration of the Gorleben diapir are used 

to  understand internal structure of diapir caused by movement of the anhydrite blocks for various salt 

rheologies. It is shown that the rheology of the salt plays a significant role in how and at which rate 

the anhydrite blocks sink within the diapir. Decreasing salt viscosity allows the previously 

“stationary” anhydrite blocks to sink. Model results show that the mobility of anhydrite blocks 

depends on the effective viscosity of salt which has to be lower than a threshold value of around 

1018–1019 Pa s. If the effective viscosity of salt in post-depositional stage of the Gorleben diapir falls 

below this threshold value, induced internal flow due to the present anhydrite layer might disturb any 

repository within the diapir. During the post-depositional stage, the effective viscosity may fall below 

this threshold (e.g. due to temperature change or migrating/diffusing water). The internal deformation 

of the salt diapir by the descending blocks increases with decrease in effective viscosity of salt. Unlike 

salt viscosities beyond the values 1020 Pa s, for the common range of the effective viscosity of salt 

(1017–1020 Pa s) relatively high rate of descend is observed for the intercalated dense layers.  

The difference in mechanical properties of the different members of Zechstein Formation affects the 

sinking rate and direction of the anhydrite blocks. This is tested in models where salt layers are 

modeled with arbitrary chosen Newtonian rheology. Assuming that different salt layers have different 

effective viscosities (e.g., z2 layer is more viscose than the z3 and z4 layers) the anhydrite layer 

resting on stiffer salt descends relatively slower and without significant deformation. In this model, 

the lateral movement accompanies the fall of the anhydrite blocks, as the overlying salt layer is less 

viscous and deforms easier. Alternately, if the viscosity of the z2 layer is less than the viscosity of the 

z3 and z4 layers the anhydrite layer sinks easily within the less viscous salt. The anhydrite layer falls 

almost vertically and folds when it reaches the base. The deformed layer and blocks pile in less 

viscous salt (z2 layer). We conclude thus that the mobility of dense layers within a salt diapir directly 

influences any repository within the diapir. However, the rate of deformation that the repository 

undergoes is strongly dependent on salt rheology.  
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The Eastern Mediterranean is a prolific playfield for structural geologists. At large scale, the region is 

currently subjected to convergent movement between the African and European tectonic plates. In 

addition, the present-day bathymetric morphology of the area has become even more complicated by 

the local presence of a thick, mobile evaporitic salt layer deposited during the Messinian Salinity 

Crisis. Our work area is located southeast of the Island of Rhodes, south of the subduction zone. 

There, the subduction trend is slightly oblique. On the bathymetric map, three major deep basins are 

visible (Ten Veen et al., 2004), including the Rhodes basin. These basins were interpreted by Ten 

Veen et al. (2004) as pull-part basins related to the oblique convergence. One third basin, located in 

the southwestern part of the area, shows similar water depths, but comprises a lot of short-wavelength 

young structures deforming the present-day sea floor. These include rafted blocks located along the 

borders of the basin, and radial anticlines and synclines near the centre of the basin. Our hypothesis 

was that the deformation pattern observed in the third basin was the result of thin-skinned tectonics in 

response to crustal-scale subsidence of the basin. We thus designed an experiment in which three 

subsalt pull-apart basins formed. Extension affected large part of the model, even reaching the outer 

rings of the model. The most interesting deformation pattern occurred in the contractional domain, 

above the centre of the basin. There, anticlines and synclines formed with their axes oriented radially 

around the basin‟s centre. This pattern, similar to that described by Cobbold and Szatmari (1991), is 

typical of areas of centripetal convergence and mimics the pattern observed on the bathymetric map, 

confirming that it is, indeed, generated by local thin-skinned gravitational above rapidly subsiding 

crustal basins. 
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One of the major sedimentary consequences of the Messinian Salinity Crisis is the deposition of a 

thick salt layer in the deep regions of the Mediterranean. This evaporitic layer, consisting essentially 

of halite, is characterized by the mechanical ability to deform itself in a viscous manner, triggering 

gravity spreading and/or gliding of the salt and the Plio-Quaternary sediments. Salt tectonics is thus 

vigorously expressed in the deep Algero-Provençal basin, where salt diapirs constitute the most 

remarkable morphological structures. Along passive margins, the surface slope (mainly linked to the 

anisopach character of the clastic sedimentary cover) and/or the basal slope (resulting from the initial 

or thermal basin subsidence) provide the main driving forces for deformation. The resulting gravity 

instability is classically accommodated in three distinct structural domains, from upslope to 

downslope respectively: an extensional domain (normal listric faults); a translational domain; a 

contractional domain (salt anticlines, diapirs, thrusts) (Vendeville, 2005). On the regional scale, the 

gravity deformation of salt and its cover therefore directly reflects the depositional history of the 

basin, and particularly, changes in sedimentary fluxes: salt tectonics is vigorous when the sedimentary 

conditions create or maintain a steep slope, whereas tectonics slows or stops when the general slope 

decreases. Furthermore, sedimentary lobes can generate complex networks of polygonal depocenters 

bounded by salt ridges (Gaullier and Vendeville, 2005). Two examples (the North-Balearic basin and 

the Algerian margin) illustrate this close relationship between salt tectonics and sedimentation. The 

heterogeneities observed in the structural fabric are directly imputable, albeit indirectly, to deep-

seated tectonics. In the North-Balearic basin, the upslope boundary of the diapir domain forms 

reentrants aligned above the crustal transfer zones, thus indicating a structural control of an inherited 

topography on the distribution of the salt structures. Along the Algerian margin, located at the 

converging boundary between the European and African plates, salt is more passively involved in an 

active ramp-flat system and the squeezed salt ridges and anticlines underline the structural trends. In 

both cases, the active or passive influence of crustal tectonics is strong, and, although salt acts as an 

efficient mechanical decoupling layer, it constitutes a good marker of what is happening in the subsalt 

basement. Studying the distribution of salt structures and, more globally, the geometrical relationships 

between the mobile salt and its brittle overburden appears to be a very efficient tool for discriminating 

between the respective contribution of gravity-driven, salt tectonics and deep-seated, crustal tectonics. 
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A regional 3D seismic interpretation and core studies are used to illustrate the importance of 

halokinesis in influencing the deposition and preservation of Palaeocene submarine fan systems in the 

Central North Sea (Central Graben). The focus of this study is the Andrew/Mey Sandstone Member of 

the Lista Formation within which salt diapir growth had an important role to play both syn- and post-

depositionally. 

Syn-depositionally, halokinesis produced a number of positive bathymetric elements that resulted in 

the development of confined sand fairways on the seafloor. Therefore, it is possible to define distinct 

zones where salt structures had a dominant role in sand confinement. Two examples of salt-induced 

sand confinement are presented. In the Starling Field area two linear, parallel diapir trends appear to 

have confined sand distribution to a topographic low between two highs and, as a direct result, a 

distinct „channel‟ fairway was developed. In contrast, the Erskine Salt Ridge formed a barrier for west 

to east turbidity currents leading to flow stripping (and, therefore, significant thinning or absence of 

sands beyond this topographic high). The topographic expression of this barrier evolved through the 

Palaeocene and Eocene, due to active salt-induced uplift, and consequently the degree of flow 

stripping and resulting sand distributions and thicknesses changed through time.  

Post-depositional effects of halokinesis are illustrated by the development of small-scale sand injectite 

structures close to diapirs in core from the Central Graben (both within the Lista Formation and into 

the underlying Maureen Formation and Chalk Group). This is in direct contrast to the South Viking 

Graben where shallow salt has a lesser role in controlling sand injection. Here, deformation and 

associated injection is controlled by deep basement blocks and deep salt upwelling (which leads to 

differential compaction and stratigraphic trapping). Therefore, although diapiric structures produce 

excellent hydrocarbon traps, particularly in the Central Graben, it is difficult to characterise the 

distribution and quality of the reservoir sands. 
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The Eastern Mediterranean basin has undergone a desiccation event during Messinian times (Latest 

Miocene), which led to the deposition of thick evaporitic sequences in bathymetric troughs (Hsü et 

al., 1977; Sage & Letouzey, 1990). At the same time, in response to the northward convergence of the 

African plate toward the Anatolian/Aegean plate, the Eastern Mediterranean basin has been affected 

by an active thrust zone comprising the Hellenic and the Cyprus Arcs and associated accretionary 

prisms. Thus, the Messinian evaporites accumulated on the both the northern and southern sides of the 

accretionary prisms that acted as structural highs (Sage et Letouzey, 1990). The presence of this 

mobile, weak viscous unit  later triggered gravity-driven deformation in the Plio-Quaternary (PQ) 

cover. The structural consequences of the presence of Messinian salt above an inherited, poorly 

deformed, pre-Messinian basement had already been studied in detail along the Egyptian passive 

margin (i.e., the Nile deep sea fan) (Loncke, 2002, Loncke et al., 2006). However, the structural 

impact of salt and underlying structural relief is much less understood in compressional, 

transpressional and transtensional environments. Recent geophysical surveys (Prismed II in 1998, 

Fanil in 2000, Medisis in 2002 and Simed/Medor in 2004) allowed a nearly complete mapping of the 

Nile deep-sea fan, the Mediterranean Ridge, the Hellenic trenches and Florence Rise. Analysis of this 

data set emphasizes the importance of shallow salt tectonics on shaping the sea-flor pattern of the 

Eastern Mediterranean convergent domains. Here, we present structural and experimental analyses 

that allow us to better understand the interaction between deep-seated and shallower gravity tectonics 

in such complex settings.  
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The Central European Basin System covers the area of the Southern and Northern Permian 

basins and contains up to 12 km of Permian to Cenozoic deposits. Initiated in the Early Permian, the 

Central European Basin System accumulated Lower Permian clastics overlain by significant amount 

of Upper Permian (Zechstein) salt. Post-Permian differentiation of the basin system was controlled by 

variable regional stress conditions including Late Triassic extension,  a Mid-Late Jurassic-Early 

Cretaceous regional erosional event, Early Cretaceous transtension and Late Cretaceous–Early 

Tertiary compression. These tectonic phases not only provoked regional shifts in subsidence and 

erosion but also triggered the mobilisation of the Zechstein salt which had an important impact on 

sedimentation and the subsequent deformation of Mesozoic and Cenozoic strata within the Central 

European Basin System. Salt rise strongly influenced the Meso-Cenozoic structural evolution in terms 

of mechanical decoupling of the sedimentary cover from its basement. Consequently, the Central 

European Basin System displays a wide variety of salt structures (walls, diapirs and pillows) with 

structural amplitudes of up to 9 km. This makes it a classical site to study the interaction of salt 

movements, deposition and tectonics.  

 

A combined approach of subsidence analysis and seismic interpretation has been used to unravel the 

mechanisms controlling basin evolution and the related salt pathways. Subsidence analysis includes 

3D backstripping with salt redistribution in response to the changing load conditions in the salt cover. 

The results of 3D modelling of salt movements and seismic data indicate that the primary initiation of 

strongest salt movements occurred within the Glueckstadt and Horn grabens, the Fjerritslev Trough 

and the adjacent Himmerland Graben of the Norwegian-Danish Basin, and within the Polish basin 

during the Triassic. In the Jurassic-Early Cretaceous, an increased intensity of salt movement 

influenced the Central Graben, the Lower Saxony Basin and the Pompeckj Block. This phase of 

growth of salt structures is mostly related to Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous extensional/transtensional 

tectonics. A further regional phase of salt tectonics was triggered by Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary 

inversion affecting almost the entire Central European Basin System in terms of renewed salt 

movements which were most intensive along the Elbe Fault System at the southern margin of the 

basin system and along the Tornquist Zone in the axial part of the Polish Basin. Post-inversion 

Cenozoic subsidence was accompanied by salt movements, related either to diapiric rise due to 

regional shortening and/or to local almost E–W directed extension. This phase of salt tectonics is 

especially prominent within the Glueckstadt Graben. 
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Detailed sedimentologic analysis of the Rustler Formation shows that the distribution of halite pan to 

mudflat facies in the middle of the formation was controlled in part by syndepositional deformation of 

underlying evaporites. The evaporites of the Castile Formation (60% thick anhydrites, 40% thick 

halite), overlying Salado Formation (85% halite, 15% sulfates in m-scale cycles), and lower Rustler 

were about 1100 m thick with beds deformed above a depth of about 1000 m depth. The base of 

Castile Formation is now ~1500 m deep at most, and it was likely no more than ~1800 m below 

ground surface at any time in its history. 

 

Stratigraphic analysis suggests modest eastward tilting of the Delaware Basin as the Salado Formation 

was beginning to be deposited. By the time mid-Rustler Formation halite pan to mudflat facies were 

being deposited, halite in the Castile Formation was forming (or enlarging) a pillow near the 

northeastern boundary of the basin. An antiformal structure, trending northwest-southeast, developed 

in Castile through lower Rustler Formations, with amplitude and complexity damping upward. Mid-

Rustler Formation mudflat deposits dominate along the axis of the antiformal structure, with 

thickening halite pan deposits off the flanks. In contrast, underlying and overlying sulfate beds within 

the Rustler Formation show little evidence of thickening or thinning across the structure. Halite from 

mainly the Castile Formation appears to have moved into the thickened area along the axis of the 

structure, creating a halite pan environment where halite was withdrawn and mudflat facies above the 

zone of thickened halite. Mid-Rustler relief across the structure is ~100 m, and the mid-Rustler 

thickness difference in halite pan to mudflat facies is ~50 m, accounting for half the total deformation. 

Some topographic features parallel the structure and may indicate relatively recent halite deformation. 

 

The mudflat to halite pan facies have been studied through cores, large-diameter shafts, and hundreds 

of geophysical logs to reveal depositional features. This back-story is an essential factor in 

understanding that lateral thickness and lithologic changes of these rocks are related to 

syndepositional deformation of the underlying, relatively shallow, evaporite beds. 
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Fracture associated with the emplacement of salt diapirs frequently display radial and/or concentric 

patterns. When a diapir grows generally interacts with well-oriented regional stress fields which are 

the responsible of the fracture patterns associated to the diapir. The diapir evolution permits the 

modification of the fracture network generated during early stages of the diapir growth. This 

modification may include significant deviations from both regional and radial/concentric patterns. 

In this work we present a fracture study in the Poza de la Sal diapir, (Basque-Cantabrian Basin-

Western Pyrenees, Spain), which is located in the periclinal closure of the Villalta anticline. The 

diapir growth took place during late Cretaceous times associated with the latest stages of the Bay of 

Biscay opening. During the development of the Pyrenean orogen (Cenozoic times), it was squeezed 

and passively transported by the southern frontal thrust. In this work we collected fracture data about 

a continuous section along 2 km, in the overburden located to the west of the diapir (in the upper 

Cretaceous materials). In this area, bedding dip does not exceed 25º allowing the evaluation of 

fracture orientation, salt diapir geometry and host anticline trend relationships. However, the eastern 

overburden of the studied structure is characterized by steeply dipping materials (including Miocene 

syn-orogenic strata), where the original fracture orientation cannot be well constrained as well as the 

rotation about an axis perpendicular to the bedding surface cannot also be constrained. Data were 

collected in cenomanian limestones and dolostones in order to reduce the variability associated with 

the mechanical stratigraphy. 

Results indicate that fracture network mostly includes two perpendicular sets, whose orientations are 

roughly parallel and perpendicular to the hosting anticline axial trend. In a greater detail, fractures 

orientation became slightly modified as the angle respect to the salt diapir centre varies. This support 

the idea that fracture network has developed during the contractional reactivation of the Poza de la Sal 

diapir. 
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The Bicorb-Quesa diapir is located in the most external thrust sheet of the Betics orogen which is 

formed by a Jurassic-Cretaceous para-autochthon carbonatic cover detached on Middle-Upper 

Triassic evaporitic rocks (Keuper and Muschelkalk facies). It is a wall diapir made up of these 

evaporitic rocks which, flanked by two parallel half-grabens filled by syn-diapiric Miocene strata, is 

parallel to the main Betic folds and thrusts. The internal structure of the diapir as well as of the 

surrounding Mesozoic overburden, defined both from field and magnetotelluric data, denote that:  

 The diapir rose from the early Miocene extensional reactivation of a pre-existent ENE-

trending basement fault that dip towards NNW. 

 During the Middle Miocene (Serravallian), the ongoing propagation of the Betic contractional 

deformation from southeast to northwest induced the detachment and displacement towards 

NNW of the Mesozoic cover located southwards of the Bicorb-Quesa diapir. This 

displacement caused the formation of recumbent folds and duplex in the detachment level 

(Keuper + Muschelkalk evaporites and limestones) and the squeezing and closure of the 

diapir.  In this stage, after the diapir stems were closed, the pinched diapir and its south-

eastern flank were transported north-westwards by a system of thrusts developed at the 

northwest flank of the diapir. 

 Subsequently to this contractive deformation there was a reactivation of the Bicorb-Quesa 

diapir which cut the previous thrust and folds. 

Comparison of this structure and diapir evolution with the structure and evolution observed westwards 

of the diapir where basement faults dips to the SSE allows to highlight the different role played by 

basement faults of opposite sense of dip during the contractive deformation of a detached overburden 

pierced by salt diapirs.  
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A range of structures, including folds, thrusts and shears, are generated during seismic-induced slumping of 

sediments along the Dead Sea. The Dead Sea is also marked by salt diapirs and walls forming the Mount 

Sedom and Lisan diapirs. Careful analysis of sedimentary structures has enabled a better understanding of 

processes operating in this setting, together with a greater appreciation of broader scale deformation 

patterns. This case study involves carefully measuring the 3-D geometry of these folds and thrusts to test 

if the shape of the syn-sedimentary folds systematically reflects slumping of sediments down-slope, and 

the effects, if any, which the adjacent salt bodies have on this process. Quaternary sediments preserved 

on the western shore of the Dead Sea provide exceptional and truly world-class 3-D exposures of folds 

and structures generated during soft-sediment deformation. Fold vergence in the Lisan marls is 

systematically towards the East (in agreement with many other criteria such as thrusts). Folds hinges 

display an arc of orientations and typically plunge gently towards the North and South and also with an 

easterly component consistent with E-directed slumping. On a regional scale, the direction of slumping 

inferred from the fold and thrust geometries noted above systematically varies along the entire length of 

the Dead Sea Basin. SE-directed slumping is preserved in the north, easterly-directed slumping in the 

central portion and NE-directed slumping at the southern end of the Dead Sea. The results of the 

fieldwork clearly indicate that the sediments along the present western shore of the Dead Sea slumped 

down-slope towards the Dead Sea basin at about 18,000 years ago. They form part of a large-scale radial 

slump system directed towards the depo-centre of the Dead Sea. Sediments overlying slumped horizons 

are undeformed and may erosively truncate the underlying deformed units. A number of discrete slump 

horizons are observed indicating several slump “events” which are considered to be triggered by 

earthquakes associated with seismicity along the Dead Sea transform. The inferred direction of slumping 

is directly towards the present salt structures, suggesting that the influence of salt on sediment flow may, 

in this case, may be severely localised and limited. 
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The Ediacaran-Early Cambrian Ara Group of the South Oman Salt Basin consists of six carbonate to 

evaporite (rock salt, gypsum) sequences. These Ara Group carbonates are termed A0C to A6C from 

the bottom towards the top of the basin. Differential loading of locally 5 km thick Cambrian to 

Ordovician clastics onto the mobile rock salt of the Ara Group caused growth of several isolated salt 

diapirs, which resulted in strong fragmentation and faulting of the carbonate intervals into several 

isolated so-called „stringers‟. These carbonate „stringers‟ represent a unique intra-salt petroleum 

system, which has been successfully explored in recent years. However, some of the stringers failed to 

produce at significant rates due to extensive halite cementation of pore space. 

The goal of this study is twofold. Firstly, to detect trends in the spatial distribution of diagenetic 

phases within the stringers and their effect on reservoir properties. Secondly, to unravel the relative 

timing of diagenetic phases and to link them to the burial history of the salt basin. Mineralogy, rock 

fabrics and geochemistry of ~ 200 samples from several petroleum wells from the late Neoproterozoic 

A2C interval were analyzed and combined with pre-existing data. 

Halite cement is a major plugging phase in the uppermost sequences, especially in the eastern part of 

the stringer. Facies with initially good reservoir properties were plugged by halite, which led to a 

PoroPerm inversion. These intervals show depleted porosities < 5 % and permeability values < 1 mD. 

The incorporation of oil inclusions in halite indicates that cementation took place in the deep burial 

realm. In contrast, the distribution of halite cement points to syndepositional brine reflux as the main 

process leading to halite cementation. Hence, the petrographically defined „late‟ halite likely was 

formed by local dissolution and re-precipitation of this „early‟ halite during oil migration. 

An integration of the paragenetic sequence derived from thin-section analysis with results from finite 

element and discrete element models further helps to constrain the effect of salt tectonics on fracture 

formation and fluid evolution within the stringers. 
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The jebel Ech Cheid salt structure is located in southern part of the salt province of Tunisia; 
and lies to the south east of the archaeological site Dogga / Teboursouk. 

The Jurassic to Cretaceous North Tunisian Salt Province evolved above the Triassic thick 
salts. Extension began from Jurassic to early Cretaceous Episode resulted in development of complex 
system of salt structures, which in early Cretaceous culminated in “diapirism” and  salt extrusion onto 
the basin floor. 

Within both basin flanks of Jebel Ech Cheid salt body, we observed syn-sedimentary 
evidences of early Albian normal faults, chaotic folds, olistoliths... 

Jurassic and early Cretaceous subsidence was connected to relatively minor salt movements in 
the Jebel Ech Cheid area, subsequently major extensive episode and salt movements observed in the 
Jebel Ech Cheid area was between middle Cretaceous to early Senonian times; the next compressed 
major phase the salt movements was caused by the late Cretaceous to upper Eocene positive 
inversion. So, in the Oligocene time there is a stretching period. In the end, the salt movements were 
influenced by the Tortornian and Quaternary folding. The delamination and folding of the overburden 
salt cover facilitate the development of the salt wings. 

The Jebel Ech Cheid salt structure has been subjected to asymmetric thrusting, possibly 
enhanced by gravitational gliding due to: 

1. The orientation of the major inherited normal faults (NE-SW) and 

2. The role of the principal compression direction (NW-SE). 

The salt movements of Jebel Ech Cheid were influenced by many tectonics phases; so, we 
consider that is a salt dome with salt extrusion like salt “glacier” in the initial period was rooted, 
evolved to a complex structure uprooted after the Tertiary/early Quaternary folding. 
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The internal structure of diapirs is difficult to explore because of the complexity of folds and the brit-

tle behaviour of carbonate and anhydrite rocks. For this reason, a combination of geoscientific meth-

ods is usually used to detect layers and to identify their stratigraphy. Experience from exploration 

shows that the analysis of trace elements is a useful tool  for stratigraphical classification. This is es-

pecially true with regard to bromine which can be routinely analyzed with high accuracy. 

 

Bromine substitutes chlorine in the crystal structure of chlorides such as carnallite, halite, or sylvite. 

As seawater evaporates continuously, the bromine content of halite increases from the bottom of the 

sediment column to its top. Thus, bromine values enable the identification of stratigraphic positions, 

the estimation of the distance of a sample to the rock salt basis or potash layers, and the detection of 

folds.  

 

In nature the evaporation of seawater and the sedimentation of crystals differ from ideal conditions. 

As a result, analyses of salt sequences show that the primary bromine content of the halite varies at 

different scales. Large variations of the sedimentological pattern of bromine make the subdivision of 

sedimentological and tectonic influences more difficult. This is especially true, when rhythmic in-

creases and decreases occur and equal values are determined for different positions in the standard 

bromine profile. If no further information is available, a sample can then be referred to several strati-

graphic positions and trends can be used only with restrictions for the identification of folds. 

 

Favourable conditions existed in some parts of the Zechstein basin during the sedimentation of the 

Staßfurt formation (z2) which forms the core zone of many diapirs. Continuously rising bromine val-

ues in the standard profile that compare favourably with a theoretical profile and indicate a history of 

steady increase of brine salinity are described for the Gorleben diapir and Staßfurt deposits in the 

south of Lower Saxony. More complex situations exist in the Netherlands or NW Lower Saxony. An 

example for varying and on average relatively enhanced bromine values is the Etzel diapir. At this 

site, some parts of the Staßfurt rock salt are characterized additionally by a nearly uniform minera-

logical composition and distribution of the anhydrite inclusions. The efficiency of the method for the 

prospectivity of salt formations will be presented, even at this difficult conditions.  
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The Salar de Atacama forms one of a series of continental basins developed in the forearc of northern 

Chile. It has a complex history but the most recent phase of development was initiated in the 

Oligocene. It is the largest salt basin within Chile and contains up to 1000 m of halite in the basin 

centre. It is bound to the east by the modern Andean volcanic arc and to the west by the thrust-

bounded Cordillera de Domeyko, both of which have supplied sediment to the basin since the 

Oligocene. Within the last 15 Ma compressional deformation along the NW flank of the basin has 

resulted in the formation of an intra-basinal high: the Cordillera de la Sal. This range separates the 

Cordillera de Domeyko from the Salar de Atacama. Deformation within the Cordillera de la Sal 

involved the halite-bearing Oligo-Miocene succession of the basin-fill. This has resulted in the 

formation of a number of salt domes interpreted as protruding along a series of strike-slip faults that 

form positive flower structures originating from the frontal thrust connected to the Cordillera de 

Domeyko at depth. The complex interplay between the tectonics, salt movement and climate change 

over the last 15 Ma has been recorded within fluvio-lacustrine deposits of the Vilama Formation 

deposited within the Cordillera de la Sal. The use of field and landsat mapping, combined with facies 

analysis has provided a detailed description of the Vilama formation. Frequent inputs of volcanic 

material allow age constraints to be placed on the timing of lithology changes and as such constrain 

the exact timing and effect of climate change and the movement of the salt domes within the 

Cordillera de la Sal. The sediments reveal a complex history with switches in sediment source and the 

slow migration of the salt movement to the south east edge of the Cordillera de la Sal through time.  
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In most geological settings, field observations are an important point of reference for seismic interpretation 

– field experience invariably enhances seismic interpretation.  With the interpretation of salt related 

structures, however, the reverse can equally well be true. Diapiric swell, salt withdrawal and the structures 

associated with these processes can be well documented on good seismic whereas salt is rarely seen in 

outcrop, and relatively few salt welds  have been documented at outcrop. 

 Experience with high quality three-dimensional seismic data sets from the Gulf of Mexico and elsewhere 

leads us to suggest here that some of the field relationships on the Bristol Channel coast around Watchet 

(Somerset) are related to salt diapirism and withdrawal. This area is well known for the almost perfectly 

exposed extensional faults which deform the Blue Lias formation (Lower Jurassic), however from Watchet 

eastwards to Blue Anchor, the coastal exposures are dominantly Triassic red beds which exhibit 

considerably more structural complexity. Previous interpretations have been in terms of inverted normal 

faults and strike slip tectonics, but we contend that elements of the structure and stratigraphy strongly 

suggest that major salt diapirism and later withdrawal took place here during the late Triassic and early 

Jurassic. We document several structures whose geometry is very difficult to explain except in terms of the 

inflation and later collapse of diapiric structures to form welds. If we are right, the area might itself become 

a future field reference that may assist with seismic interpretation and our understanding of sub-seismic 

scale welds. 
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This paper addresses the interplay of regional tectonics, buoyancy instability, sediment loading and 

Quaternary glaciations of the North Sea on the Zechstein evaporite layer. The Netherlands (NL) North 

Sea is an intra-cratonic basin with various structural domains subjected to a sequence of extensional 

and compressional events during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Dimensions and locations of salt 

structures in the sector are well constrained. The consensus on the timing and evolution of salt 

structures in the area however is largely based on regional 2D seismic surveys (Remmelts, 1995 & 

1996). The present study utilizes publically available high quality 3D seismic data (supplied by TNO-

NITG) from the south-eastern flank of the Terschelling Basin covering 1190 km2, immediately off the 

NL shoreline. 

 

The early stage evolution of the salt structures was dominated by NNE-SSW and NW-SE trending 

Triassic salt ridges, which coincide with the fault trends of the sub salt Base Zechstein seismic 

reflection. After a period of regional and salt tectonic quiescence in the early-late Cretaceous, 

rejuvenation of salt tectonics occurred in the Campanian by regional shortening of the overburden 

creating salt cored anticlines and tall asymmetrical salt diapirs. The regional shortening is associated 

with the Early Alpine, Subhercynian-Laramide, tectonic event of the Late Cretaceous and Paleocene. 

Differential compaction may also have influenced the geometry of the structures. 

 

Vertical growth of the tallest salt diapirs continued into the Quaternary in the absence of regional 

tectonic activity. Factors contributing to continued growth include the buoyancy affect of the tall salt 

column; sediment loading from the prograding Southern North Sea delta system from the northeast 

and repeated loading from Quaternary ice sheets. Crestal radial faults above salt structures thus post 
date seismic reflections which coincide with glacial valleys of Elsterian glacial period. 
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Cross-sectional geometries of allochthonous salt structures and associated sub- and suprasalt 

minibasins exposed in Neoproterozoic strata of the Willouran Ranges near Marree, South Australia, 

display key stratal relations that elucidate subsalt structure related to salt advance. Salt and suprasalt 

minibasin strata were deposited in a subsiding aulacogen and later deformed during the Late 

Cambrian-Ordovician Delamerian orogeny (~500 Ma). The source of diapiric salt was the upper 

Callanna Group (900-850 Ma), an assemblage of brecciated, highly disrupted carbonate, siliciclastic 

and mafic volcanic rocks that were originally interbedded with evaporites that are now absent. Passive 

diapirism began shortly after deposition of the Callanna Group and continued during loading by the 

suprajacent Burra Group strata. At least two salt sheets were sourced from two local diapirs and 

advanced across lower Burra Group strata. Diachronous loading and subsidence into salt by upper 

Burra Group strata and younger Sturtian glacial-outwash deposits created multi-level, discontinuous 

salt welds and complex stratal relations. 

On the basis of detailed mapping (1:10,000), geologic cross sections, stratigraphic sections and thin-

section examination, the following structural and stratigraphic relationships were recognized: (1) An 

autochthonous level of Callanna Group breccia below a primary minibasin containing the lower part 

of the Burra Group, bounded by two primary diapirs with flanking halokinetic deformation and 

associated growth strata; (2) a multi-level, mostly welded canopy with remnant allochthonous bodies 

of Callanna Group breccia and omitted stratigraphic section; (3) three suprasalt minibasins of different 

ages overlying the canopy, one with basal conglomeratic debris containing the Upper Burra 

Subgroup; (4) growth folding on the flanks of secondary diapirs and a lack of subsalt folding beneath 

base-salt flats; and (5) the absence of subsalt shear zones and the presence of only rare and minor 

thrust faults. 

Our field data and interpretations allow us to test models of allochthonous salt emplacement and 

associated salt-sediment interaction.  None of the observations are compatible with thrust-imbricate or 

basal-shear advance. Instead, field data in the Willouran Ranges suggest that halokinetic drape folding 

is dominant where the base salt is steep, but that flats form when the salt advances on a thrust that 

breaks out at the toe of the salt-induced bathymetric scarp so that there is no drape folding preserved 

beneath the salt. 
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Preliminary field studies of the Neoproterozoic Wonoka Formation adjacent to Patawarta diapir, a 

ramping salt sheet, show that it forms a tapered composite halokinetic sequence (Tapered-CHS) 

bounded by angular unconformities. The basal boundary is at the contact with the underlying 

Bunyeroo Formation and the upper boundary is at the contact with the overlying Bonney Sandstone. 

The Wonoka Tapered-CHS thins by an order of magnitude toward the diapir, from 465m to 40.5m 

over a distance of approximately 1 km. It is composed of 7 mappable lithologic units that form an 

overall depositionally upward-shallowing succession from storm-influenced lower shoreface dolomite 

and siltstone to peritidal sandstone and carbonates. All 7 units thin towards the diapir, but vary in the 

magnitude of thinning (ranging from 67%-98%) and the extent of erosional truncation (4 units are 

truncated before reaching the diapir). The upper 4 units are aerially limited and form the onlapping fill 

of an incised valley developed adjacent to the diapir-related topographic relief. There is little diapir-

derived detritus within the Wonoka Tapered-CHS and where present it is in granule to pebble lags 

associated with conventional depositional sequence boundaries or transgressive surfaces.  No mass 

transport complexes were documented even though lithoclasts within the Patawarta diapir are 

enormous (ranging up to kms across). This suggests that topographic relief over the advancing salt 

sheet during Wonoka deposition was insufficient to produce failure of material into the surrounding 

sediments and that surface salt glacial flow during advance of the Patawarta sheet was unlikely.  

 

The Wonoka Tapered-CHS contains a syndepositional anticline-syncline pair adjacent to the diapir 

that formed by drape folding during advance of the steeply ramping salt sheet.  All 7 lithologic units 

are present across the syncline, 5 are present through the hinge of the anticline, and only 3 reach the 

diapir. The erosional truncation and onlap of 3 of the units over the anticline indicate that the anticline 

grew progressively during deposition of the Wonoka Formation.  An erosional unconformity at the 

top of the Wonoka Tapered-CHS bevels the topography (crest?) of the anticline. The overlying 

Bonney Sandstone is not deformed by the anticline or syncline that so profoundly affected deposition 

of the underlying Wonoka Formation. The observed folding of strata that originally onlapped the top 

salt and the lack of subsalt thrust faults within the Wonoka Formation indicate that salt advance 

within Patawarta diapir during Wonoka time was accommodated by pinned inflation and drape 

folding rather than by thrust advance. 
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        Salt diapers are dome shaped geological structures formed by intrusion of evaporative mineral-

deposits rising through, sediment of soil bed. The characteristic length scale of these structures is the 

diameter (~1000m) and the spacing between them (~10km) and rising-velocity is another important 

factor. In this paper we study the dependence of these factors on governing parameters like ratio 

between heights of mineral dopiest and over laying sedimentary layer, viscosity and the density 

difference between these two layers. In nature, because of very high viscosity, the emplacement of 

salt layer into soil-layer happens over geological time scales. 

        In this work, we present results from 2-D numerical simulations and laboratory model 

experiments to elucidate characteristics of salt-diapirs and its dependence on governing parameters. 

We in this study considered a two-layer system that contains heavier layer fluid lying over lighter 

fluid layer and these layers are of different thickness. For simulating this system, a code based on 

finite volume discretization and semi implicit method for pressure linked equations revised 

(SIMPLER) algorithm is used. Boundary conditions used are no-slip & impermeable condition for 

velocities on the walls, with no mass transfer across the system boundaries. Initial condition is a step-

profile for concentration (density) with heavier fluid (sedimentary soil layer) laying-over lighter fluid 

layer (evaporative mineral layer) and is allowed to evolve in time due to diffusion and convection. 

Resulting Rayleigh-Taylor fluid instability helps in understanding characteristics of salt-diapirs on 

various governing parameters. 

        We have also done experiments with similar configuration in a box in with an initial step change 

in density across an interface (stable) using two layers of fluids with different densities and high 

viscosities. We used CMC (Carboxy Methyl Cellulose) to vary the viscosity of the water and sugar to 

increase the density. The unstable density stratification was obtained by inverting (rotating by 180
0
) 

the box. Experiments are done with different density difference and layer thickness ratios. 

Experimental results provide qualitative verification of the simulations. The effect of these parameters 

on diapirs spacing and shape will be explained in the final presentation. 
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The aim of this article is to investigate the styles, evolution, and controlling mechanisms of salt 

tectonics in the Sabratah Basin Offshore Libya. The Sabratah basin is thought to have originated as a 

left lateral  E-W pull apart basin during  late Triassic- Early Jurassic between the Libyan Coastal Fault 

system and South Graben Fault Zone. There is limited information avaliable about the earliest 

sediments in the basin, but it appears that the upper Triassic-Lower Jurassic section contains abundant 

evaporites, thick enough to have formed huge salt walls. In the northern part of the Sabratah Basin 

there are numerous large walls these structures form a major exploration play, with overall successful 

wells, including the giant Buri Oil Field. The area is characterized by intensive salt tectonic activity 

with salt-cored anticlinal folds observed on seismic sections and extend across the border into 

Tunisian waters. The development of the salt is associated with fault activity and folding which 

resulted in the thicking of overlying strata relative to thinner limbs. The salt is thought to be of Upper 

Triassic-Lower Jurassic age, forming during the break-up of Pangaea and opening of the Tethyan 

ocean. In the Offshore western Libya this interval has been penetrated only in well L1-137, where a 

section at the base of the well, consisting of anhydrites, dolomites and shales, has been dated as 

probable uppermost Triassic. The high resolution gravity data in the SW part of the basin represent  

several negative  gravity anomalies. The comparison between residual gravity map and time slice of 

3D seismic data shows that the negative gravity anomalies corresponding with salt diapirs. Within the 

study area almost all of the wells drilled have been on the crests of salt structures. The salt probably 

deformed by the compressive tectonic forces during the late Cretaceous time. The position of the 

principal salt structures is parallel to the major tectonic features in the region including the Jiffarah 

and coastal fault systems. In the northern part of the  study area near the Tunisian border the majority 

of salt  structures have distinct E-W trends. Thus, salt movements appear to be associated with E-W 

trending strike-slip faults. 
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In the South Oman Salt Basin (SOSB) the Ara carbonates form an extensively cored, deeply buried 

intra-salt hydrocarbon play. Six surface-piercing salt domes in the Ghaba Salt Basin (North Oman) 

provide the only outcrop equivalents for carbonates and evaporites of the Ediacaran-Early Cambrian 

Ara Group (uppermost Huqf Supergroup). Based on fieldwork, satellite imaging and isotope analysis 

it is concluded that most of the carbonate bodies (so-called stringers) in the Ghaba salt domes are time 

equivalent to the stratigraphically uppermost stringer intervals in the South Oman Salt Basin (A5-A6). 

Maturity analyses demonstrate that the carbonate stringers in the salt domes were transported with the 

rising Ara salt from burial depths of ~ 6 to 10 km to the surface. Petrographic and stable isotope data 

show that their diagenetic evolution during shallow and deep burial was very similar to the Ara 

carbonate stringer play in the SOSB. However, during the retrograde pathway of salt diapir evolution, 

the carbonate stringers were exposed to strong deformation in the diapir stem and diagenetic 

alterations related to dedolomitisation. As the salt domes contain facies that are in all aspects identical 

to the deeply buried Ara play in the South Oman Salt Basin, this study provides substantial additional 

information for hydrocarbon exploration in South Oman. In addition, our work has implications for 

the hydrocarbon prospectivity of the Ghaba Salt Basin and possibly of other Ediacaran-Early 

Cambrian evaporite basins in the Middle East such as for the time-equivalent „Hormuz‟ salt basins. 
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In the Netherlands various salt deposits occur within the Permian and Triassic. Especially the salts in 

the Upper Permian Zechstein attain great thicknesses (up to 1000 m) in the north of the country and 

the adjacent offshore. Halokinesis was triggered during several periods of regional tectonic activity, 

either in extensional or compressional context. Many Zechstein salt structures are thick-skinned in the 

sense that they separate faults in the substrate from those in the overburden  Elongated salt walls, like 

those along the margins of the Dutch Central Graben, are related to long fault zones, whereas isolated, 

circular domes developed over intersecting faults in salt‟s basement. Thin-skinned situations with salt 

rollers at the lower termination of normal faults in overlying sediments are less common. 

 

Generally, it is assumed that halokenis occurs when salt thickness is at least several hundreds of 

metres and when fault throw at the base of the salt is significant. However, due to salt withdrawal, 

present day thicknesses may highly underestimate the decoupling role the salt once had. Thus a 

quantification of the ratio between depositional vs. present-day thickness of the Zechtstein salt is 

crucial. Here we further this approach and quantitatively assess basic requirement for salt tectonics in 

thick- and thin-skinned situations by using results from the Dutch subsurface mapping project. This 

project provides an accurate 3D model for major stratigraphic units based on 3D- (80%) and to a 

lesser extent (20%) 2D seismic surveys. The compilation of all faults and horizons into a single 3D 

model is an important and elaborate part of the modelling process. The model provides the structural 

basis for all subsequent modelling steps and is essential for gaining insight into the tectonic and 

stratigraphic evolution of the subsurface. This model allows us to 1) asses the distribution of 

Zechstein salt thickness and its relation with sub- supra and salt-penetration;  2) map the styles of salt 

deformation (ridges, pillows, lateral intrusions) in relation with fault styles and orientations, 3) map 

the regional outlines of the timing of salt deformations phases in relation to the modelled pre-flow 

thickness. Finally, our new insights will be evaluated against existing models.  
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BURLINGTON HOUSE  

FIRE SAFETY INFORMATION 
 

If you hear the Alarm 

 

Alarm Bells are situated throughout the building and will ring continuously for an evacuation.  Do not 

stop to collect your personal belongings. 

Leave the building via the nearest and safest exit or the exit that you are advised to by the Fire 

Marshall on that floor. 

 

Fire Exits from the Geological Society Conference Rooms 
 

Lower Library: 

 Exit via Piccadilly entrance or main reception entrance. 

Lecture Theatre 

 Exit at front of theatre (by screen) onto Courtyard or via side door out to   Piccadilly 

entrance or via the doors that link to the Lower Library and to the  main reception entrance. 

Piccadilly Entrance 

 Straight out door and walk around to the Courtyard or via the main   reception 

entrance. 

 

Close the doors when leaving a room.  DO NOT SWITCH OFF THE LIGHTS. 

 

Assemble in the Courtyard in front of the Royal Academy, outside the Royal Astronomical Society. 

 

Please do not re-enter the building except when you are advised that it is safe to do so by the Fire 

Brigade. 

 

First Aid 

 

All accidents should be reported to Reception and First Aid assistance will be provided if necessary. 

 

Facilities 

 

The ladies toilets are situated in the basement at the bottom of the staircase outside the Lecture 

Theatre. 

 

The Gents toilets are situated on the ground floor in the corridor leading to the Arthur Holmes Room. 

 

The cloakroom is located along the corridor to the Arthur Holmes Room. 
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